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1. Object and Organization
1.1 MOTIVATION AND AIM
When a few months ago I thought about the topic of my thesis, I was clear that I
wanted to focus on my interests and concerns of the Computer Science word I have
been knowing. This last year and a half, I have had the opportunity to take a closer
look to the Linux Operating System and its brilliant behaviour in networked
environment. Starting almost from scratch, I have observed how pieces of hardware,
which others would have described as useless, became decent network servers able to
fulfil my humble student requirements. This fact, together with an already existent
interest for Computer Networks, drove me to begin a series of home-made “projects”
that I got to enjoy.
Obtained this interest (due to circumstantial reasons), was difficult to get rid of it
when thinking about this thesis topic. As maybe a consequence of trying to mix all
those interests and the fixation with old hardware, one of the ideas that came out was
about how to reuse old computers to build a reasonable powerful server. A bit of
research about the viability of the topic made it appear as a feasible, and the rest of it
is this document and the investigation that involved.
At the moment of the first considerations of the development of this thesis, I joined
the company Fujitsu Spain, in its location of Valencia, as a trainee in a University-
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Company framework. Although my interest and the approval of the topic allowed me
to undertake a theoretical study, I tried from the beginning to give the research a
practical point of view. Fortunately, my relation with Fujitsu offered me the
possibility to gain access to resources that I couldn’t reach on my own. At the point of
my proposal to Fujitsu, the company kindly accepted my petition and offered me all
the resources I needed, consisting mainly on the computers member of the cluster, an
network to interconnect them and an Internet connection for software obtaining and
updating. Besides the physical resources, also human means where offered, giving me
the possibility to seek for advice of experienced network and Linux technicians which
definitely helped me in some parts of the practical implementation.
As a result of this resource sponsoring, it was agreed that the document resulting form
the research should offer an applied view for prospective client proposals. This
agreement has been added to the goals of the thesis and is developed on parts 2 and 3
of the document.
For all the reasons and circumstances expressed before, the aim of this thesis is: To
provide a theoretical base for clustering and current market situation, focusing next in
a concrete clustering typology (Load Balancing) and a market solution matching it. A
deeper study in that cluster typology from the point of view of the commercial
implementation should follow, applying afterwards that theoretical knowledge to a
practical implementation. Finally, an analysis of the results and comparison with non
clustered solution should also be undertaken, providing applied conclusion for a
future production environment implementation.

1.2 CONCRETE OBJECTIVES
According to what is expected from the development of this document, concrete
objectives are the following:
-

To obtain a broad outline of the meaning of clustering and the different
divisions that can be created according to it.
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To produce a deeper analysis on deduced clustering typologies to find out
their peculiarities and details.

-

To carry out a market approach to obtain a real perception of the observed
typologies penetration.

-

To choose one of the market options matching a concrete cluster type as a
candidate for deeper study. Cluster typology to develop will be the one
known as Load Balancing. The market choice must allow a free
implementation in out of fashion computers.

-

To realise the flexibility that Linux Operating System offers, not only in its
implementation over old hardware, but also in the viability of server
clustering on it.

-

To implement chosen solution to put into practice the theoretical
knowledge obtained previously.

-

To test if the implementation over old computers can produce acceptable
results.

-

To test to which extent is true that a clustered design using modest
resources and free software can be feasible.

-

In the end, to create a document that could be used by a company needed
of a massive server service to decide if Linux Server Clustering is a good
solution for them.

1.3 CONVENTIONS
1.3.1 Typographical Conventions
With the purpose to ease a clear and concise reading, trying to help a better
understanding of the concepts exposed in this document, following typographical
conventions have been employed:
Italics
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Fonts in italics are used for technical terms, proper names or literals. Italics are also
used for command names or file names out of the context of a console output.
Combined with bold fonts, are used as well to highlight titles or definitions.
Bold
Used to highlight or underline words or certain specially important terms.
Single-spaced
Single-spaced text is used to represent text taken from a console output but out of the
context of an specific action result.
Grey background

Used to represent a console output in the context of an specific user input or as the
result of an specific action.
- Internal Reference To represent sections exposed in other parts of the document. “Internal reference” is a
number, a dotted sequence of numbers or the name of section optionally followed by a
subsection reference. Examples are - 5.7 -, - Annexe III - or - Def -, referring this last
one to the Short Definitions section.
[Bibliographic Reference]
Where “Bibliographic reference” is a number, represents an entry in the Bibliography
section list. Pretends to refer the reader to a more extensive source of information and,
anyway, to act as a shortcut to the looked up source for that specific piece of
information.
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1.3.2 Concept Conventions
Along the development of this thesis, we have realised that there are a few concepts
that can be unclear, maybe because their definitions are to wide or because there is not
a clear agreement about their exact characterization. To save the reader any confusion
about them, following we expose those considered specially problematic and the
convention used for them along this document.
Layer 3-4: Throughout this document, Layer 3 and Layer 4 terms are used to refer
Network and Transport layer form the OSI model (see - Def - for more details).
Usually, this concepts are named in the context of an IP Level load balancing, where
the balancing is done on IP basis and not on Application Level concerns (Layer 7)
However, confusion might appear when the fact that the OSI Layer which carries the
IP datagrams is Layer 3, and not 4, is observed. Nevertheless, the reason to use also
the term Layer 4 in this context is because, usually, the so called “IP Level load
balancing” uses the ports on TCP datagrams to achieve an extended “Port Affinity”.
And TCP datagrams belong to Layer 4, and not Layer 3. For all this reasons, is a
convention of this document the use of either Layer 3 or Layer 4 when referring to an
“IP Level load balancing”.
Director – Load Balancer: Load Balancer is a general term to specify the device in
charge of routing client requests in a load balancing system. Director is the name
given to the Linux machine acting as a Load Balancer in a LVS cluster. However, in a
clear LVS context, both terms might be used as synonyms.
Packet – Datagram: A datagram is a packet independent of the organization of the
connexion type. This usually means that a datagram, due to its analogy with
telegram¸ is the complete data stream to be sent, whereas a packet is the
fragmentation result due to connexion and network restrictions. In certain contexts,
these terms might be used equally when size and restriction aspects won’t involve any
meaning change.
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1.4 STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS
This document is structured in four parts, three annexes and two content extensions.
Parts hold the content information of the research. Annexes, on the other hand, join
complementary information, whereas extensions try to ease reader work offering a
reference model.
The four Parts and its contents are the following:
- Part 0: Introduction Introduction gives, on one hand, an view of how the document is organized and
which objectives where pursued on its start. On the other hand, offers already an
introduction to the concepts to be developed throughout the research, before those
concepts are more deeply studied. Concepts exposed are considered to be key for
a later optimal understanding, and thus are defined and compared aiming to allow
the reader to finish the part with a broad outline of the thesis topic.
Also as a part of the introduction, reasons for a focus on Linux Operating System
and Free Software are exposed.
- Part 1: Clustering TypologyTypes of clustering concluded in introduction are detached in this part. First, a
theoretical study of those types is done, while a later market comparison according
to the types defined is developed. This way, grouping market solutions inside our
typological division, we can verify the goodness of our first considerations.
Apart from the straight category division, market observation makes us to
consider, first, and hybrid approach not classifiable on defined groups, and
second, an existing example of how to successfully mix different clustering typed
to produce a complex production environment.
- Part 2: Load Balancing: LVSAfter a clustering topology analysis, is time to focus on the main topic of the
thesis, that is, Server Clustering or, in other words, Load Balancing. Instead of
6
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making a general study for all Load Balancing systems, Linux Virtual Server
offers a view with all the components to make it applicable to any other Load
Balancing System. This way, we avoid concept repeating and achieve a deep
study in the complexity surrounding a load balancing implementation. These
considerations include High Availability and High Scalability concepts exposed in
the introduction part.
Once all theoretical concepts are exposed, a concrete implementation of LVS is
done and explained. Instead of giving a general outlook of how an LVS system
could be implemented, again, in order to look deeply into the facts of an
installation, we have preferred to detail our experience, but leaving concepts open
enough for different developments.
- Part 3: Performance & EquivalenceTo which extend our cluster performance is equal to a theoretical equivalent
single-server? This is the question which has been tried to answer in this part.
Before a company embarks upon a cluster solution, guaranties of a correct
performance are no doubt needed. First, we will test the performance of separate
machines and try to make an equivalence between the cluster possibilities and a
single-server machine. Then, we will simulate an avalanche of concurrent users
which will push the servers to their limit. Finally, a comparison between cluster
behaviour and single-server results should help us to discern if both systems are
equal or not, taking in account variables surrounding the tests.
Sections of this document and numbered from its beginning to its end, without
considering on which part are located. Parts are only used to group sections with a
similar purpose or context. Moreover, Parts 2 and 3 provide a conclusion to the work
developed throughout them. A general conclusion to the thesis is offered at the end o
the document an out of any part.
Each Part begins in an even numbered page and offers, as an introduction, a
motivation and content summary out of any numbered section.
The three Annexes included are the following:
7
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- Annexe I: JournalThe journal offers author’s personal view of the field work on the LVS
implementation. Is intended, first, for a personal self-tracking of the movements
and thoughts along the practical development, and second, as a possible
debugging tool in case external implementation run into the same problems and
wonders author’s did.
- Annexe II: LVS deployment ListA list offered by the Linux Virtual Server Project web site which shows some sites
that are using LVS software to build scalable network services. This list is
intended as a way to realise that LVS is possible and feasible.
- Annexe III: IPVSadm ManualManual page of the main tool for configuring IPVS, the heart of a Linux Virtual
Server implementation.
The two Extensions included are the following:
- IndexThe Index, placed at the end of the document, offers an alphabetical ordered list of
terms that are considered important and related directly or indirectly with the topic
of the thesis. The index allows a quick reference for vocabulary and acronyms to
the page where they are mentioned and defined.
- Short DefinitionsSome of the terms mentioned throughout the document are not defined in the
context they are named to be as clear and concise as possible. For other terms,
although explained, its relevance makes important a short and meaningful
definition to be revised in case of doubt. All the vocabulary and acronyms
8
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considered to hold these characteristics are alphabetically listed and briefly
defined in this extension.

2. Initial Considerations

D

eep inside the heart of the Information Era, the problem in no longer how to
fetch big amounts of data, but how to analyse and process them. Web search

engines, electronic libraries, information databases, etc, provide vast quantities of
bytes and data flow impossible to handle without proper strategies.
From weather forecast systems to huge Web-sites, manipulation of enormous data
streams makes necessary applying adequate policies to convert the initial problem into
a manageable task. Traditional solutions consisted in titanic machines containing
tenths, hundreds or even thousands of processors which paralleled the work to
generate the results through the machines output system. But nowadays, with the
dramatic reduction on Personal Computers cost, the research on parallel computing
has swift to a position far away for the integration of processors inside the same case.
The Community is realising that the use of standard desktop computers connected
though high-speed network links can easily and cheaply develop parallel
environments capable to serve the necessities of the most demanding set-ups. One
word is spreading through the air, and this word is “Clustering”.

2.1 WHAT IS CLUSTERING?
The term clustering doesn’t refer to an specific technology or configuration. When
many people hear about computer clustering, they usually think about parallel
environments crowded with more or less powerful computers forming a high
performance construction, probably operating in some scientific research centre.
However, although that could be one of the possible presentations of our study,
computer clustering is much more than that.
In computing, clustering is the grouping of several computers that associate to
produce a coordinate output to an specific problem. This problem solving is not only
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about sharing an explicit work load splitting it into the members of the cluster, but
also about defining who would process what.
In general, one of the main characteristics of a computer cluster is that it should be
seen from the outside as a single entity. That means that the user, once the concrete
cluster architecture has been set up, doesn’t need to be aware that the service
requested (or the work sent to process) is going to be attended by a set of machines,
but for the user’s view the request and corresponding reply is to be handled by a
single system. Therefore, the processing of the information, from its input to its
output, has to be transparent to the user.
As pointed out before, many configurations can be inherited from our generic
characteristics. However, according to my perception, we will distinguish two major
groups to be studied in depth:
-

Load Balancing

-

Parallel Computing

Although the name for the second group can be unclear in the beginning (Isn’t
Parallel Computing and Computer Clustering equivalent terms?), following sections
will hopefully clear them up.
Before proceeding with a wider explanation of both previous groups, we will briefly
present them.

2.2 LOAD BALANCING
Load balancing allows a set of machines, normally network servers, to share the load
of traffic from clients redirecting the requests to an specific computer of the cluster,
which will serve the petition.
Load balancing can be implemented through hardware, software or a combination of
both. On an standard configuration, one machine will be placed between the client and
the servers, balancing client request according to a definite policy. Naturally, this
10
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implementation allows for redundancy of these middle machines as well as different
ways of redirecting the requests. All these possibilities will be discussed later. (- 8 -)
As deduced from the title of this document, Analysis on Linux Server Clustering, this
configuration is the one to be studied in depth and developed here. The reason for the
title is the consideration of a cluster of machines offering services (Servers) which
will be accessed by clients which requests will be balanced. Moreover, the purpose of
using Linux as the OS to rule the Software makes the heading clear. Also a brief
discussion on the interest for choosing Linux as the basement for this study will be
exposed later (- 3 -)

2.3 PARALLEL COMPUTING
The idea behind of the parallel computing approach is to make a large number of
machines act as a single very powerful machine. The way of achieving this is by
splitting the work in smaller slices so the computational time is also divided. This
type of cluster is specially valid for large and complex problems that require a high
computational power.
There is also a high number of implementations following this idea, most of them
based on proprietary architectures and specific ways of compiling the code to be
processed to make it parallelizable. Those solutions that are based on Open-Source
Operating Systems are known under the name “Beowulf”.
Differences between Parallel Computing(A) and Load Balancing(B) groups are quite
clear. While nodes in a B group are not aware of the other members of the cluster and
act as if the requests would have been addressed to them directly from the client,
nodes members of an A group have to tightly collaborate with each other to produce
an overall result of all the cluster. Moreover, while the data processed by an A group
node lacks of an stand-alone sense, useless without others members results, data
computed by a B group machine can be directly returned to the user as is has a full
intrinsic sense.

11
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2.4 HIGH AVAILABILITY AND SCALABILITY
High Availability and Scalability are terms often used in computer clustering. Some
people, analysing the association of techniques to provide a set of types of clustering,
often group this terms as separate sets liken them to Load Balancing or Parallel
Computing. Before discussing this issue, let’s see first its meaning:
- High Availability High availability could be understood as a system, component or service that is
continuously operational for a desirably long length time. Although availability
can be measured relative to “never failing” or “100% operational”, a widely held
but difficult to achieve standard of availability for a system is known as “five 9s”
(99.999 percent)
High availability is achieved mainly by redundancy of components, such as the
one accomplished by the implementation of any of the clustering architectures.
- High Scalability A high scalable system is the one who has been conceived to adapt at any time
and with the minimum cost to a set of necessities that can be changing. On the
other hand, a not scalable system is the one who requires a big or full redesign in
its architecture to adapt to any change in its necessities.

Taking in account these definitions, it does not exist such a group characterized only
by a high availability or scalability. Instead, this features add

qualities to the

previously two mentioned groups, if not deduced intrinsically from its architectures.
For example, a well designed cluster providing web services based on a load
balancing technique should, in addition, supply high availability supporting the
failure of one of the servers and high scalability though the addition of more servers to
the computer cluster.

12
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3. Importance of a Free Software Approach

N

owadays licence-based Software industry model relies in non reasonable basis.

While any other industry branch is forced to offer a guaranty for the products

they sell, a Software licence basically exempts the manufacturer from any
responsibility, placing all the obligations to the buyer side, who is not allowed to
copy, borrow, repair or even install in more computers than specified, not matter if
he/she owns all those computers. Who would buy a car whose owner one-and-only
right would be to drive it? Not an inner look to its engine, an spare part change or a
fancy new cover for the steering wheel would be allowed. Furthermore, brand
company would give no guaranty for the product. Should the car have a defect, the
most the brand company would offer could be a general module sent by post. All a
user could do is to install it and hope his/her problem would be fixed.
A Free Software approach avoids these kind of market ill-treatments an proposes a
fair framework between producers and consumers. Although the English word “free”
might drive to a confusion, let’s keep clear that “free” doesn’t mean “gratis” in this
context. In fact, a solution for our previous example won’t be to give the car for free
to the user, because the base and legal problems will remain unchanged. Free
Software is a matter of liberty, not price. Free software is a matter of the users'
freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. More
precisely, it refers to four kinds of freedom, for the users of the software:
•

The freedom to run the program, for any purpose.

•

The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your needs
Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

•

The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbour.

•

The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements to the
public, so that the whole community benefits. Access to the source code is a
precondition for this.

Apart from the Free Software movement, mainly promoted by the FSF (Free Software
Foundation), founded by Richard Stallman in 1985, another similar stream is the so
called “Open-Source Software”. Differences amongst both movements are mainly
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ethical, but the most important here is that they pursue and support the same kind of
Software.
Aside ideological considerations about the need for a Free Software use, thus,
practical issues also arise to be important in a day by day work. Some of them are
those we already pointed out as Free Software freedoms, such as improving,
redistributing or adapting the Software. But the spirit of an aware community makes,
not only conditions surrounding Free Software better, but also Software itself. Free
Software is more reliable, because there is not a single group or company behind a
project, the only ones able to access the code of and improve it, but behind a Free
Software project there is the whole community involved in working together to fix a
problem. There is not a dead end date to present an application and get paid for it.
There is no salary to justify or a work to forget when going back home. There is a
different perspective on the programming. An spirit to make things better for
everybody what makes Free Software proven safer and more reliable.
As the greatest exponent on Free Software we find GNU/Linux Operating system.
GNU was (and is) a project whose aim was to develop a free Unix-like Operating
system. Taking Linus Torvalds Kernel as the core for this GNU System, GNU/Linux
has become nowadays one of the best known Free Software initiatives (maybe
together with Apache Web Server, PHP or Mozilla amongst others) under the general
name of Linux OS.
For all previous reasons, I have considered that the use of Free Software as the basis
for this document research is, not only a practical issue, but also an ethical concern.
On the other hand, I don’t pretend to be puritan and hypocritical about this thesis
development, as I know that part of my work has relied in all that Software opposing
Free Software spirit. However, I believe these considerations as the starting point for a
personal satisfaction with the way I use Software for my work and my life.
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A

goal of this thesis, as exposed in - 1 -, is to present a real picture of present

solutions on clustering. In particular, as inferred from the main title, the

intention of the author is to take a closer look to load balancing solutions and Linuxbased implementations (as a particular case of Free Software).
In such a huge technological market as we are in, and paraphrasing Rawn Shah,
columnist of LinuxWorld magazine, “Trying to count clustering projects in Linux is
like trying to count the number of start-up companies in Silicon Valley”. This part of
the document will overview the main or most significant proposes of the present
market in clustering, apart from defining closely some concepts and groupings as a
requirement for a adequate understanding. Consequently, not all the available projects
or commercial solutions will be listed here, but only those that are more representative
or specially attractive.
In the end of this part, as part of the market view aimed, a case of study is exposed.
The purpose is to show the reader how the grouping of different clustering techniques
allow demanding configurations on real production environments. For this object Web
Search Engine Google will be briefly analysed.
Bibliographical references the reader can revise about the development of - Part 1 - are the following:
[1] - [19] (meaning from bibliographic reference number 1 to bibliographic reference number 19 ),
[34], [35], [38], [39]
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4. Load Balancing

A

load balancer is a network device placed in between clients and servers, acting

as a short of switchboard for client request. Load balancer is limited to forward

this request to the cluster of servers, which will process them producing a reply,
coming back to clients as a answer. Load balancer implements a set of scheduling
methods which will dictate to which real-server will current request be forwarded.
Moreover, there are also several forwarding methods which will influence, not only
the way requests travel from the load balancer to the nodes of the cluster, but also how
these nodes replies travel back to the clients. For an specific and deeper study, please
refer to - 4 -.

Figure 1: Sketch of a Load Balancing System

Advantages of load balancing techniques are many:
-

Flexibility: Server itself is no longer the main resource and critical point of the
service, but it is the set of servers that compose the cluster. This means that is
not important anymore the performance by unit, but the whole performance of
the cluster. To increase performance, new servers can be added without the
need to replace the older ones. If an update of software or hardware upgrade is
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required, the service won’t stop as it can be done gradually. Now is not critical
a single machine reliability, but the grouping of independent machines makes
the service to become fault tolerant.
-

Scalability: Load balancing topology makes it an scalable solution. Minimum
configuration changes allows the addition of new nodes which, holding the
appropriate software, would immediately come into operation.

-

Security: As all the traffic has to cross the load balancer, security policies can
be implemented easily. Additionally, if a private network is used for the realservers, its IP addresses will not be accessible directly from outside of the
cluster, difficulting malicious attacks.

-

QoS (Quality of Service): As source IP and service requested are checked by
the load balancer, is easy to implement measures for handling packets
specifically. This benefit can go from more priority or network bandwidth for
specified packets, to dedicated servers for others, for example.

4.1 DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN CLIENT-SERVER APPLICATIONS
Load balancing relies in a so called Client-Server model. This model is a common
form of distributed systems in which software is split between server tasks and client
tasks. Client side requests to a Server side, following certain protocol, asking for some
information or action, and the server responds according to that protocol.
Based on this scenario, we can see that there are many ways to dispatch requests to a
cluster of servers, not only depending on the role of each side, but also on the protocol
employed. Existing request dispatching techniques could be classified into the
following categories:
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4.1.1 The Client Side Approach
Diverging from a traditional approach in which is the server side the one in charge of
offering an appropriate load balancing of its services to the clients, projects such as
Berkeley’s SmartClient [4] propose an opposite point of view.
Implementation of this technique goes through a provision of an applet that should run
in the Client. This applet accesses the set of servers that are providing an specific
service and collects load information from all of them. Afterward, based on this
information, client will send the request to a chosen server. This applet should as well
update its databases if any of the servers becomes unavailable, avoiding the client to
request services in servers that become down or out of order. Evidently, all this should
be carried out without final user’s awareness.
The main drawback of this approach is that violates one of the main advantages of
server load balancing: transparency to the end user. With SmartClient-like solutions,
software in the clients must be modified to accommodate the applet, and considering
that the amount of clients is much higher than the number of servers, cost of
implementation would be much bigger. Furthermore, if this technique would be
carried out in a high number of clients inside the same network, traffic load caused by
host software finding out the load of servers itself would definitely increase,
producing an important deterioration on average network performance.
If an advantage should be found to this approach, it could be that now the clients don’t
depend on the skills of server administrators to manage their loads. Moreover, it
reduces granularity for the benefit of the clients, providing a level of specific
configuration difficult to achieve with the standard server approach. In addition, is
also true that this implementation is useful when servers don’t belong to the same
cluster, when the only way to balance the traffic is either a client tactic as this one or a
global load balancer for a whole network which access remote servers (not strictly
client-side and not a server-side either). However, it is important to take in account
that due to the vast number of servers and services offered through the Internet, these
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techniques don’t offer an scalable solution and, should its implementation be
considered, it should focused on a set of specific services or servers.

Figure 2: Client Side Load Balancing approximation

4.1.2 Server-side Round-Robin DNS approach
RRDNS is implemented in DNS servers with a simple idea. Instead of matching one
DNS name with one address, the DNS list holds several IP addresses with which the
server will respond to requests for the same name. IP addresses are cycled in a RoundRobin fashion for successive requests, balancing this way the load of servers.
At first sight, this solution appears to be as valid as other round-robin approaches
much more difficult to implement. However, due to clients catching nature and
hierarchical DNS system, RRDNS easily leads to dynamic load imbalance among the
servers. TTL (Time to Live) value is a critical factor impossible to balance. For small
figures, Domain Name Servers will become a bottleneck as many of the name
mapping request would have to be re-requested by the server. On the other hand,
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higher values would be even worst for the imbalance, as the server would use the
cached values instead the ones from the round-robin list.
TTL values is not the only problem behind these approach. RRDNS is not reliable by
nature, as if one of the servers fails, clients who map the name with the IP of that
server will find the service down. Even if high availability techniques are
implemented to inform the DNS when a server becomes unavailable and modify
dynamically the round-robin list, cached address coming from TTL values in DNS
packets would be still a problem.

Figure 3: Round Robin DNS Load Balancing

However, RRDNS can be useful together with other techniques. A good example is
the system developed by Google search engine. Google maintains a set of worldwide
distributed data-centres containing copies of its documents databases. Each of the
centres comprises a huge cluster of machines for search requests attending, and each
cluster is load-balanced independently. When a client makes a request to
www.google.com, the request, if not cached, travels along the DNS hierarchy until it
arrives to Google’s DNS server. In that server, according to a round-robin list and
some other factors, a close data-centre IP for the specific client is chosen and sent
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back to it, assuring this way that load among data-centres is balanced for not to cause
congestions. TTL time is set to 5 minutes approximately, a reasonable value for the
purposes of the system.

4.1.3 Server-side IP-Level approach
More developed strategies bet for a dedicated server in front of the cluster nodes that
would analyse incoming packets to then forward them to chosen server. Contrary to
RRDNS, which just redirected the requests without taking in account its precedence
or service, these approaches not only take in account this, but also change the packets
so that would arrive to the specific server when placed them again in the network.
One of this strategies is called IP-Level load balancing. Client request arriving to the
load balancer are analysed to get its service port and source IP. Then, according to the
forwarding technique and some scheduling methods, packets are rewritten or
encapsulated and sent to the network where they will reach the appropriate server.
Servers will then reply back to the load balancer or directly to the clients.

Figure 4: Server-Side IP-Level Load Balancing
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IP-Level approach is the foundation for the Linux Virtual Server Project (LVS), in
which a part of this document is based. LVS is the most prominent free-software
solution in the market at present, and as the reliable and robust software it is it would
be analysed in depth in the second part of this thesis. (- 8 -, - 9 - & - 10 -)

4.1.4 Server-side Application-Level approach
With IP-Level approach there is an important limitation. As load balancer only deals
with packets at layer 3 and 4 (network and transport layer), thus control of higher
level contents is impossible. Consequently, we can not manage traffic in an accurate
way to forward packets to specific servers if certain application-level triggers occur
(such as, for example, precise HTTP requests to certain URLs or specific file types)
This is because on IP-level approach load balancer only analyses IP and TCP headers
for making its forwarding decisions, limiting on a big extent its criterions.
Application-Level supporters defend a layer 7 approach when dealing with packets to
make a decision. For web servers, for example, the load balancer would not just
forward the packet handling its IP header, but will take the HTTP packet part, analyse
it, and make HTTP requests to the real-server chosen. This way request dealing is
much more detailed. Afterwards, real-servers will answer the request to the load
balancer or to the clients directly, depending on the specific technique in use.
The most important drawback, as IP-Level supporters claim, is that dealing with
layer-7 and making load balancer to carry out new HTTP requests for each client
request would irremediably turn the director into a bottleneck. This is certain mainly
for big clusters which members reply to load balancer requests back to the load
balancer again, although some maintain that for clusters bigger that 4 nodes is already
noticeable . Others say that this problem can be partly solved making real-servers
responses direct to the clients without crossing the director again. Truth is that,
without a doubt, this method overheads significantly the load balancer machine,
demanding higher performance computers and not being suitable for configurations
with a hardware reuse goal.
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Figure 5: Server-Side Application Level Load Balancing Example

4.2 LVS
The Linux Virtual Server (LVS) is the main Open-Source alternative existing in the
market that provides software for building a load balancing system. LVS provides the
code for the load balancer, which has to be a Linux machine, while the real-servers
offering the services can hold any Operating Systems that accomplish a set of basic
requirements.
LVS has been chosen , due

to its importance, as the base to build a sample

implementation to fill the goals of this thesis. For this reason, a complete theoretical
introduction, as well as its implementation, can be found at Part 2 of this document.
Please refer there for a more details.

4.3 PIRAHNA
Piranha is the cluster implementation of Red-Hat Linux distribution and is included
inside Red-Hat 6.1 or later. Piranha uses LVS kernel patch for the load balancer
while incorporates other specific software to provide High Availability and Scalability
for both servers and load balancer. Red-Hat also provides GUI and Web tools for its
administration, and agglomerates all its configuration information into a single file.
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At the same time that Piranha uses an existing software for the load balancing,
includes inseparably a self implemented High Availability and scalability service.
Two daemons are provided: The nanny daemon, which resides in each real-server and
controls its load and its services, and the pulse daemon that resides in the load
balancer and controls failover among them. According to nanny information,
forwarding tables in the load balancer are changed to reflect congestions and server’s
failures.
In a way, the possibility to monitor, not only life information about servers but also its
load, makes Piranha more interesting proposal that other “all-distributions”
alternatives. However, it’s important to take into consideration that this solution is
Red-Hat specific, making it a less flexible, for example, since all real-servers have to
hold a Linux OS.

4.4 TURBOCLUSTER SERVER
TurboCluster Server is a proprietary implementation from Korean company
Turbolinux Inc. of a load balancing system. TurboCluster Server offers practically the
same functionality of an LVS + High Availability and Scalability software (for
servers and load balancers), but coded and integrated specifically for its Linux
implementation.
Like Red-Hat Inc. Piranha, Turbocluster Server provides a set of graphical tools for
the administration of the service. However, and the same way LVS does, no software
is needed for real-servers, what assures a wide range of possibilities on its Operating
Systems and architecture.
To a benefit in performance improvement due to a specific implementation, a
drawback in a proprietary solution must, again, be considered. Although Kernel
modifications for TurboCluster are publicly released (Linux GPL makes it
compulsory), the tools for its administration are not public and its source remain
private. If we add to this a not too tighten price, maybe the included support makes
this option a not optimal solution, mainly when other full Open-Source, equivalent
featuring and free options are widely available.
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XLSWITCH

As a good example of a layer 7 (L7 or application layer) load balancing, Swsoft Inc.
xLswitch is presented. XLswitch software can be installed and run in RedHat or
ASPLinux, although ASPLinux is distributed with the package.
XLSwitch presents a proprietary kernel modification (module add), monitoring
software and multiple platform GUI. Also Netfilter1 code is needed for the kernel,
thus 2.4 version is required. High availability and scalability is offered and as a
novelty, Bandwidth Management and QoS can be provided, making from this
proposal a tested and supported solution for production environments.
In possibilities available with xLswitch, we recognise all the advantages suggested in
server-side application level solutions. Apart from traditional load balancing strategies
based on port and IP persistence, a L7 switching allows a much more flexible
distinction of managed traffic. Now HTTP and FTP headers can be analysed,
allowing, not only a redirection to specific servers depending on application level
objects, but also a persistence based in cookies or CGI parameters. Furthermore, why
not to implement QoS on specific L7 protocol attributes? XLswitch simulates multiple
“virtual pipes” within one or more physical interfaces. Each pipe can be characterized
by a broad range of named L7 attributes, and a bandwidth can be assigned to them so
incoming traffic matching specified policies is sent to an specific pipe.
A positive side of a commercial solution, is a cared and flexible administrator
graphical environment to act as a front end to the arduous work of a complex
configuration. Swsoft encloses to its package a multiple platform GUI that can be
installed in any workstation machine of the network. Also as an extra, a SDK
(Software Development Kit) is included to take profit of its software modular
environment.
At the bottom of this implementation, a high available architecture is also possible.
The same way other solutions propose, a replicated director can be set-up to act either

1

For more information on Netfilter, please refer to - 9.3.1 -
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as an active-passive or active-active cluster. This last possibility appears as an attempt
to relax high hardware requirements coming from an application-layer approach.
As much magnificent solution xLswitch can seem to be, two main drawbacks need to
be observed. First and most evident is the disadvantage of facing a commercial
solution with an important cost (around $2500 company says). Second is the need for
a competitive hardware able to handle high computation requirements coming from a
L7 approach. This last consideration moves us away from an strictly commodity-onthe-self hardware and drives us to a probable new machine acquisitions that, on
company own words, would cost around $2500. Of course, maybe a company able to
spend a huge amount of money in a cluster software, can also afford also a similar
expenditure in the hardware holding that software.

4.6 MICROSOFT APPLICATION CENTRE
Any overview of available market opportunities wouldn’t be complete, however much
some might be sorry, with a Microsoft Corp. product. This time, and within this study,
we focus on Microsoft Application Centre, in its last release for Windows 2000
Operating Systems.
From the very beginning, there is a hint in Microsoft’s product that makes a difference
form its basis. There is no machine dedicated to a load balancing. So, how comes is
possible to balance incoming traffic to cluster machines without a device in charge of
it? Application Centre bets for an architecture based in the premise that is less
computational-expensive a packet filtering than a packet forwarding. Taking this
determination to the design, the result is a set of machines working in a cluster fashion
that receive all traffic but that take only the part of it assigned to them.
Is clear, consequently, that within this framework, there are many predefined concepts
of traditional load balancing that become invalid. First, load balancing software must
be installed in all machines, as nodes themselves are all load balancers. Thus, there
exists no longer the possibility of a cluster-awareness transparency amongst cluster
members and all of them have to hold unavoidably a Windows 2000 (or NT 4) Server
with its load balancing module. Second, failover protection needs to be included in
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all the hosts and thus, monitoring traffic shares client requests network. All nodes
need then to have exactly the same vision of alive members. Third, aggressive
measures have to be taken to make it possible that packets sent to one IP address (the
virtual one) are dispatched to all the clusters of the servers, without router’s, client’s
or any machine-in-the middle awareness.
Microsoft Application Centre offers nevertheless all features of a traditional layer 7
virtual server. Priorities are assigned form 1 to 32 to cluster hosts, and port rules can
be specified to assign a certain load rank to specific servers or set of servers. About
how to solve the problem of packet delivery, the load balancer software assigns the
same MAC to all nodes, so every node gets all the packets in the segment. In a unicast
mode, severe problems would occur if the cluster hosts are attached to a switch
instead of a hub, as layer-two switching devices expect to see unique source MAC
addresses in its ports. This problem is solved by re-writing source MAC address in
each out-going packet.
Application Centre also provides the possibility to add a Component Load Balancing
layer behind the Web tier described above. This possibility supplements the server
cluster with a component cluster containing objects written and deployed for the
occasion. Its implementation consists in the addition of routing tables to each web tier
cluster that should be replicated so each node knows the existence of each component
cluster member. To the poor design this solution proposes, the fact that no storage
layer is proposed is added.
Microsoft proposes here a notorious solution for its server family. Although its design
is novel and no doubt it could be more effective that traditional models, many
drawbacks are deduced, most of them coming from a proprietary focussed solution
with no flexibility at all. Economic repercussion of its implementation can be
disastrous, taking in account the Application Centre license ($3000 for one processor),
Windows 2000 Server licenses ($1000 for 5 clients and server) and machines that,
opposite to other OS based solutions, would require much computational and memory
resources to support Windows built-in graphical environment. But apart from the
performance bonus (and not taking in account performance reduction due to Windows
OS), Application Centre does not really provide any feature than other more
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affordable solution offer. In short, a Microsoft alternative which disadvantages can
maybe be fuzzed due to Windows market predominance.

4.7 AKAMAI
Akamai Technologies Inc. proposes a novel and powerful system for big companies
eager to obtain unbeatable performance for their web applications in a record time.
Akamai is the world's largest on demand distributed computing platform for
conducting e-business. Thus, Akamai is not just a load balancing system software to
install in enterprise end-servers, but a whole distributed network of servers that offer,
not only a complete Internet performance statistics that allow an accurate load
balancing, but also a caching service that provide reliable and excellent performance
for Web-based business to almost any end-user location.
Akamai bases its technology in what they call edge servers. The concept of edge
server is nothing but a huge server network (around 15.000 machines) that, due to its
geographical distribution, makes it possible to situate one or more of those servers
close to almost any end-user location, hence the word edge (edge of the Internet in
relation with an specific end-user). A proprietary widely distributed network offers a
lot of possibilities. First, queries of clients to Akamai customers can easily be located
due to a extensive network worldwide database. Data such as country and city,
connection type or clients connection speed are stored and continuously revised and
updated. On the other hand, should a customer hiring the service have mirrored data
centres of its web architecture, Akamai edge services and DNS servers can monitor
real-time statistics of these locations and forward, for any specific client, to any
customer data centre according to actual conditions of the network and load of
customers infrastructure itself.
Furthermore, Akamai not only provides a load balancing service to customers web
data centres, but also supplies caching space at its edge servers for e-business critical
web content, such as HTML, dynamic, embedded and digital objects. Akamai markup language ESI, suitably used in enterprise web pages, indicates edge servers which
content to cache. With monitored and optimised links to source customer servers,
cached content offers a proxy service but on web administrators will, producing a
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boost in performance on web objects that, otherwise, would have to cross the entire
Internet to clients browsers. Moreover, Akamai also offers a so called edge computing
service, which enables J2EE applications to get distributed among its network ,
offering a fast and reliable service, regardless of Internet failures2
Akamai novel services, conceived at MIT and offering commercial support since
April 1999, has captivated important Internet sector companies, such as IBM, Terra
Lycos, Yahoo! or America Online. It has also released the rumour to have started to
provide its services to Google in late 2003, in substitution to Google’s own DNS
forwarding system (- 7 -). However, this information is not confirmed. What is clear is
that, once overviewed Akamai’s potential for distributed on-demand web services, not
only for Google but for any big company willing to outsource its data centre
management architecture, Akamai’s Technologies solutions appear as an excellent
proposal to take into consideration.

5. PARALLEL COMPUTING

P

arallel computing is the other big group, together with load balancing, in which

we will divide possible approaches to the term computer clustering. This

distinction turns out to be clear with following definition: Parallel computing is the
simultaneous execution of the same task (split up and specially adapted) on multiple
processors in order to obtain faster results.
Note that this last definition is very wide. By multiple processors it can be understood
either processor under the same computer system or processors distributed among
several computers systems. However, note also that as we are talking about computer
clustering, and following definitions at - 2 -, we should definitely centre on the side of
several interconnected computers working on a parallel environment.

2

On early December 2003, IBM and Akamai Technologies, Inc announced new software that makes it
easier to deploy Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) Web applications built on IBM's WebSphere software
across Akamai's global computing platform.
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Note too that the expression load balancing could be confusing in this context. Load
balancing is used also when talking about parallel computing, but refers to the ability
of the parallelized systems to split the work shares between the nodes. This slices of
work are part of the same calculation process, and not different tasks. Moreover,
although a balancing of the load is produced, nodes do not offer services, but just its
computational power.
Parallel computing core lies in how to split desired work into cluster nodes to be as
much efficient as possible. But splitting work is not trivial. Multiprocessing for
general tasks is difficult to achieve as it normally means that various programs try to
access the same internal data. Let’s say that we have a general program and we split it
to run a copy on each of the 2 processors of a 2 processor computer. There would be a
problem when both copies would try to access the same internal state (or context)
located in the same shared memory. A variety of programming techniques are used to
avoid this problem, managing both copies of the program so only one copy can access
shared data at a time. For standard multi-processor environments (such as market
motherboards holding 2 or more processors) also standard built-in Operating Systems
solutions exist. OS use these techniques (semaphores, locks…) to control the way the
programs running over split among processors and share the resources. But for
parallel computing over a high speed network of cost-effective computers, solutions
are not so easy to find. Concrete topologies, non standard designs and, in the end, not
enough common use, make commercial Operating Systems inexistent for this
frameworks. Consequently, other approaches beyond built-in OS solutions have to be
taken, such as specific programming for parallelizing the code to be split, on top of
virtual machines that support communication among processes launched in different
CPUs.
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A good example of the virtual machine idea is
the project PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)
developed by University of Tennessee, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and the Emory
University. PVM provides a daemon to be run
on each node which will manage the message
passing

mechanism

between

different

processes. Moreover, it provides libraries for
programming languages such as C, Fortran or
Java which hold routines to be used when
specifically developing the code to be

Figure 6: PVM schema

parallelized.

5.1 BEOWULF PROJECT
Tenths or hundreds of proposes arise nowadays to build high performance clusters
that take profit of the power that parallelism provide. Most of these implementations
run on private specifications with specific built software or modified Operating
Systems on top of concrete hardware platforms. Some of these clusters are built for
scientific purposes such a climatic forecast, and others are just sponsored by big
companies in a race for achieving the biggest GFlops and became the number one of
some worldwide high-performance clusters list. But amongst all this commercial
activities, again the idea of the use of Free Software together with cost-effective
hardware arose as an alternative to straight defined projects. All the possibilities that
can be wrapped inside this vague definition have been known lately under the name
Beowulf
In late 1993, Donald Becker and Tomas Sterling outlined, under the ESS (Earth and
Space Sciences) project, the idea of a commodity-based cluster system to designed as
a cost-effective alternative to supercomputers. This first cluster prototype was a
success, and the idea of providing a COTS (Commodity of the Shelf) based systems to
tackle specific computational needs quickly spread among scientific community.
Nowadays, Beowulf community has become a loosely but strong organized
confederation of researches and developers. The same as has happened with Linux,
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Beowulf project belongs to their contributors but with no central power, and its idea is
being taken by important companies to develop integrated Beowulf clusters with
commercially supported Beowulf software systems.
A Beowulf is defined as “a kind of high-performance massively parallel computer
built primarily out of commodity hardware components, running a free-software
operating system like Linux or FreeBSD, interconnected by a private high-speed
network”. Important is to note that a Beowulf is not an specific software solution, but
is a philosophy of how a cluster should be built. It’s necessary that the Operating
System running is Open-Source and that computers of the cluster are dedicated, so it
is usually connected to the outside world through only a single node.
As pointed out before, the concept Beowulf does not provide a software that would
parallelize the applications we want to run in it. However, the development of
publicly available software, in particular, the Linux OS, GNU compilers and
programming tools and the MPI (Message Passing Interface) and PVM (Parallel
Virtual Machine) libraries, provide a firm support to make and run user applications
over Beowulf clusters. Nevertheless, none of these pieces of software is required to
build a Beowulf.
A big number of projects, either commercial or non-commercial, have grown since
the appearance of the Beowulf concept. Important companies such a Hewlett Packard
produce cluster solutions with Linux OS and much other associations and companies
choose Beowulf because of its hardware independence and flexibility for their highperformance clusters.
The future of the Beowulf project will be determined collectively by the individual
organizations contributing to the Beowulf project and by the future of mass-market
COTS. As microprocessor technology continues to evolve and higher speed networks
become cost effective and as more application developers move to parallel platforms,
the Beowulf project will evolve to fill its niche.
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6. The MOSIX Project: A Hybrid Approach

W

e have been talking about parallel computing as a solution for solving large
problems more quickly by splitting them into a set of computers taking part of

a cluster. In general, in this framework a master node is in charge of breaking the
problem into smaller parts which are distributed among cluster nodes. When those
nodes produce a result, the master node is also the one who collects them and
combines them to produce an overall result.
This communication between nodes that has been exposed is based in message
passing

techniques. Although message passing is a interesting solution, it has

important weaknesses. Maybe one of the most evident ones is that the code to be
clustered needs significant modifications to take profit of parallel environments. But
maybe the problem which produces the most important loose of performance is the
one coming up from a non-heterogeneous cluster members, in which faster nodes
have to wait for slower nodes to finish the work they have been assigned.
We have also been talking about load balancing as a solution for distributing client
request for an specific service among a set of computers taking part of a cluster. In
this context, also exists a master node, the director, which forwards the requests to the
nodes and either manages the answers or not, depending on the technique chosen. As
a noticeable difference against parallel computing, nodes of a load balancing don’t
need to be aware the are taking part of a cluster, responding clients request as if they
were directly addressed to them.
It was inevitable the thought of mixing these two techniques, and in later 70s, later
80s already with the name MOSIX, Professor Amnon Barak, at Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Israel, developed a software which divided the work in a different way.
MOSIX scheme, developed from the beginning in UNIX systems, is based in a
migration of processes amongst nodes to fight against CPU intensive works. By
monitoring system nodes, each member of the cluster can automatically fork its
processes between less loaded nodes, brilliantly defeating the drawbacks of traditional
parallel computing environment with uneven powerful components. MOSIX turns
this way into an effective alternative to SMP (symmetric multi-processing) systems
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and multi-processor computers, getting the benefits of Beowulf clusters in means of
COTS components and ending up with scalability issues caused by shared memory
access.
Although at present there exist a fork of the MOSIX project, called OpenMosix, due
to discrepancies on the adoption of Open-Source policies, its background is the same.
MOSIX or OpenMosix are distributed as a kernel patch plus user software for
monitoring and managing the cluster. Once the kernel is compiled and the software
installed, a set of adaptive management algorithms monitor CPU resources and nodes
load to effectively migrate processes when needed for a better use of available
computing power. To make this efficiency continuous, MOSIX keeps on monitoring
the system reassigning processes as the distribution of processing load changes.

User Space

User Space
Migrated Part

System Call
Kernel Space

Kernel Space

HOME

REMOTE
Figure 7: MOSIX process migration

MOSIX process migration works on top of TCP and UDP with no special needs on
network topologies. This makes MOSIX specially interesting for computer labs with
uneven computer resources and unpredictable target nodes to generate computing
loads. While some users would be able to work normally in front of their machines
generating low end-user application loads, other users could begin CPU hungry works
which would be automatically forked to other less loaded cluster members.
Furthermore, MFS (MOSIX File System) provides an easy way of file sharing
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amongst member of the cluster, lightening the attention which other file sharing
techniques such a NFS produce.
Although MOSIX appears as a flexible solution for the existing problems of other
alternatives, naturally it presents also some disadvantages. The first and most evident
one is that if the task to be computed is single-process, MOSIX can do little about its
load distribution, but maybe moving the process to a more powerful computer of the
cluster than the machine where it was initiated. The same is applicable to process
threads, that luck of its own memory address space and consequently can not migrate
because it address space in another node will have no sense. For the same reason,
programs using shared memory won’t migrate, such as Apache web server, mySQL,
Oracle or locally threaded JAVA and Python programs. Maybe a less evident
drawback is the one related with heavy I/O tasks, as its data travelling to contact the
home node by other cluster members make this kind of load balance less effective.
Surprisingly, and probably thanks to a tireless and innovative community, both
problems seem to be in its way to a solution. About I/O overhead, MOSIX’s Direct
File-System Access (DFSA) proposes a shortcut using the MSF to make most of the
I/O operations happen in the node where the process is actually running. About shared
memory, the MigShm project establishes the bases for a shared memory context in
which shared memory is also migrated depending on certain algorithms which
determine the access frequency of processes involved in its use. However, limitations
of single process tasks still exist, but MOSIX Project, with an evolution of more than
20 years, is called to be one of the most flexible and reliable solution for the present
and future cluster community.

7. Case Of Study: GOOGLE

A

nalysing exposed clustering techniques, from load balancing to parallel
computing, one can reach the conclusion that no matter how much approaches

will evolve, that bases of its architecture make them to inevitably have a weak point.
While load balancing, for example, is very convenient to control service requests and
forward them to the appropriate machine, this will limit the amount of work that
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server can perform if such request requires a very high computability. On the other
hand, it doesn’t matter how much computing power we have to hand, that if it can not
manage user requests with efficiency won’t be used properly.
With this preface, solution seems evident. Why not merge both approaches to get
desired results? Although the implementation of this idea might not be too difficult, is
also true that few constraints require such measures. However, should we think about
a topology that would probably need such a strategy, we would probably think about a
Web Search Engine. This kind of web services put together the need of a balance
tactic to manage client requests over a cluster of machines, with the necessity of high
computational power to look for relevant results of those requests. In this section an
interesting use of this approach binding for search engines will be overviewed:
Google Web Search Engine.
Undoubtedly Google has become amongst last years in the most important existing
Web Search Engine. But such a popularity diverts in a necessary growth of the
infrastructure that gives cover to the service. Google serves over 200 million queries
per day, and its database contains more than 2 billion web pages, 700 million
newsgroup articles and 300 million images. But how is it possible to get a query
response in less than half a second when several tens of Terabytes of data have to be
analysed to get a relevant result list? An intelligent mix among work share, parallel
computing and load balancing makes it possible.
Google approach appears as a logical solution to the problem. In the foreground layer,
there is a web service to be served, and this simply means a machine listening to port
80 capable of managing standard HTTP requests and return its result. But, of course,
when the service itself involves so much computation, some measures have to be
taken. Opposing a super-computer approach, Google prefers a cluster line of attack.
Google owns around 15000 commodity class PCs around the world with fault
tolerance software. This architecture, as themselves say, achieves a better
performance at lower cost that an equivalent system built form fewer but more
powerful high-end servers.
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But to offer a 100% available service at a incredible speed, requires also a
consideration in how and where to place that enormous amount of computational
units. Google has at present 12 cluster locations around the world, most of them in
North America and a few of them in Europe, each of which holding a few thousands
of machines. Here is when the first load balancing usage appears. Based on client’s
location and cluster available capacity, an extended Round Robin DNS forwards user
requests to one of the 12 sites named previously. With an IP address on its hands,
client browser sends then an HTTP request to the specific cluster. There, a hardwarebased load balancer monitoring the available set of Google web servers will forward
the query to an specific machine.
But obviously, it exist a lot of work to do with this query, work that a single machine
can not undertake. For this reason, the web server will just control the execution of the
query and in the end produce with the results a HTML formatted list to be returned to
client’s browser. The query itself has two steps out of the web server: first, the search
in an index a list of documents containing queried words and, second, the retrieval of
those documents to generate a title and a summary to build the final answer.
Is in this moment when immense quantities of information force a parallelization.
Index itself, conceived as a way to limit the amount of data to manage, has already
terabytes of data. Strategy followed makes it by splitting this index in so called shards
which contain a randomly chosen subset of documents from the main index. Those
shards are assigned to clusters of machines headed by a load balancer which will, in
turn, assign it to a computer or set of computers of the cluster. With this strategy, and
supposing the assigned machine/s will go down, rest of computers of the cluster,
assigned to a certain shard, would take control to assure the index computation.
Once a list of relevant documents is computed, similar strategy is followed to obtain
relevant information for chosen indexes. This time the calculations will take place in
other clusters of the location, splitting the job and returning tittles and summaries of
stored web pages in the database, configuring this way a final answer to the query.
Moreover, for efficiency and availability reasons, several copies of entire database is
stored among the machines of the cluster.
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Web
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Figure 8: Multilevel Google Load Balancing

Appart from this concrete query process, Google has been populating lately with new
services, such as news groups or product selling cataloge. Furthermore, additionally to
traditional web search, some services are added to a query such as spell checking or
advertisement adding. This later services supose aditional servers inside the cluster
able to produce a response at least as fast as the web search itself.
Maintaing several locations theoretically holding the same replica (or replicas) of a
huge database can be a problem when updating information. Google carries out this
updating process once a month and its known under the name of Google Dance. The
course of this action takes around two days to accomplish and involves a progressive
update of sites indexes, fulfilled in a way so that service at those locations is not lost.
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As servers are redundant, service shutdown of a part of them will only reduce the
capacity in a percentage equal to the computing power they represent. In a Google
Dance of a certain location, half of the servers are updated while the other half offer
services. When update of that half is over, those servers become active and same
process accurs in the other half, completting this way every machine of the cluster and
offering a 100% availability of an up-to-date web image.
How Google engine analyses the web, populates its database and scores results scapes
the scope of this document. However, the algorithms and technology used to crowl the
Internet and produce a shorted list of most relevant results deserves an study for those
interested in Web Search Engines. Once taken a look to the outlines of these
processes, I encourage from here a closer look to a technoly that not only shines for
being avant-gardist, but also for its originality and brilliance, and that has made
Google become the most used search engine on the Internet and one of the most
successful Internet-based companies in the world.
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T

hroughout Part 1 we revised different clustering typologies and took a close look
to some current market solutions that put them into practice. Aim of Part 2 is to

focus in an particular type of clustering, making use for this purpose an existing
software solution.
Load Balancing is the clustering technique choosen and the one that gives the title
name to this thesis. As a market solution to develop for our analysis, the Linux Virtual
Server is a perfect candidate. LVS is a Free Software and Linux based solution with
an stardard structure which makes it perfect for an analysis on IP-Load Balancing.
First, in this Part we will analyse theoretically LVS and the pieces of software to
build a High available and scalable clustered Web Server. Second, we will put into
practice all the knowledgement obtained to build a concrete LVS implementation. An
step by step explanation of the installation and configuration process is exposed,
explaining the software concepts to let the content open enough for other installation
aproaches.
Bibliographical references the reader can revise about the development of - Part 2 - are the following:
[1] - [3], [8], [20] - [28], [36] - [38] , [42], [44], [45]
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8. LVS Theory
8.1 INTRODUCTION
As exposed in the Linux Virtual Server Project home site, The Linux Virtual Server
(LVS) is “a highly scalable and highly available server built on a cluster of realservers, with the load balancer running on the Linux operating system”
The definition on the previous paragraph must be understood in general terms. The
first implementations of Linux kernel patches for the building of a LVS (Linux Virtual
server) where developed under the name of IPVS. However, since May 2000 and
April 2002, other software also framed inside the LVS project were developed to
provide other approaches to the initial idea. These software is KTCPVS and TCPSP,
the former one for an application-level load balancing and the second one for a
technique called TCP splicing. Although these techniques are different from our IPlevel approach and are developed also under the name of the Linux Virtual Server
Project, I will take the licence to refer in this thesis to acronym LVS strictly for the
IPVS software.
As said previously, a virtual server is a highly scalable and highly available server
built on a cluster of real-servers. Although the architecture of the Virtual Server
cluster can vary depending of the strategy implemented, to explain the meaning of
virtual server and real-server nothing better than to use a general topology map (Figure 9 -).
The real-servers are the machines holding the actual services and the ones who serve
the request. Real-servers are connected through a high speed LAN or by a
geographically distributed WAN. The requests of the clients and the front-end of the
cluster of servers is the director , that appears as a single-server to the clients and thus
is called virtual server. Consequently, the one holding a virtually service under a
single IP or Service Name.
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Figure 9: Sketch of an LVS System

Availability is achieved by detecting cluster node failures and proceeding
consequently to reconfigure the balancer. Scalability is reached by transparently and
with little reconfiguration adding new members to the cluster.
When a request arrives to the director, it will redirect it to one of the real-servers,
which will attend the request. From then on, all the packages belonging to that
connection will go through the virtual server to an specific real-server, association
that will only last the time for the TCP connection or until the timeout expires,
announcing the maximum idle time for an established connection.
New requests by the same client or other clients will be redirected to the same realserver or not, depending on the persistence policies and scheduling algorithms.
LVS software is implemented through a Linux kernel patch applied to the machine
destined to be the director, which assures a optimum performance . After the patch
application, the LVS functionality can be either compiled in the kernel or compiled as
a module, allowing in addition to specify preferred scheduling methods and other
characteristics.
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The director is basically a router , with routing tables set-up specially for LVS
operation. These tables allow requests from clients to services provided by LVS to be
redirected to the real-servers. Hence the director doesn’t have a socket listener for the
service ports associated with the services redirected.
Three packet forwarding techniques are available and can be configured in the Linux
Director. They are virtual server via NAT, virtual server via IP tunnelling and virtual
server via direct routing. All of them affect not only to the load balancing procedure,
but also the topology of the cluster, and depending the chosen technique, it can
present some advantages or disadvantages (please see - 8.2 -)

8.1.1 What LVS is not
LVS is not an application layer load balancer. Is important to keep clear that LVS is
an TCP/IP-level load balancer, that bases its redirections polices in a transport layer
analysis (Layer 4). This means that although a level persistence can be applied to
connections which need to be attended by a real-server through its life time, this
persistence is limited as there is no way LVS can evaluate higher layer data. (see
- 4.1 -)
LVS does not provide support for dynamic service access (databases, mail, file, etc).
If, for example, certain LVS implementation provides redirection for HTTP services
(port 80), and this web applications accesses a certain database and the clients are
allowed to write in that database, is not an LVS function to manage that the data in
this database is logically persistent among all the real-servers. As any client can
access any of the nodes in consecutive connections, an additional mechanism should
be provided to distribute the changes of the information stored between the
connection that changed its state and any following connection. Obviously, should the
data managed by the real-servers static, a simple replication of it would be enough.
(see - 8.7 -)
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8.1.2 What to use LVS for
For high throughput needs. The addition of real-servers to the LVS cluster
increases its data processing, throughput and costs linearly, whereas the
acquisition of a stronger processing machine in single-server environments does it
in a faster way.
For redundancy needs. Redundancy provides not only a back-up for server
failures, but also the framework for cluster and machine upgrades, impossible to
carry out in single super-server environments without service interruption.
For adaptability needs. In environments where an increase in throughput needs is
foreseen, LVS provides an excellent way of investment in an initial infrastructure
without future investments in restructuring at all.
For high scalability needs. Implementation of redirection policies as LVS-IP
tunnelling and LVS-Direct Routing allows big clusters with up to 100 nodes
without the need of specially powerful director machines.
For server heterogeneity needs. Although the implementation of LVS-NAT
redirection policy reduces the scalability of the LVS cluster, it allows servers
holding any Operating System to be member of the cluster. About LVS-IP
tunnelling and VS-Direct Routing, they are not restricted to an specific OS, but
Systems with tunnelling and non-arp devices respectively.
For service heterogeneity needs. With LVS it is possible to mix servers providing
different services so the request on each particular service will be balanced only to
those machines offering it.
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8.2 REDIRECTION TECHNIQUES
LVS provides three different ways of implementing the redirection method used by
the load balancer. Depending of which method is used, the Linux Virtual Server
implementation receives the names of LVS-NAT, LVS-TUN and LVS-DR.
These different operations are not arbitrary and appear to cover the necessities proven
by the evolution of LVS. NAT was the first forwarding method used by LVS and
provides a logical answer to the consideration of the problem. However, opposing to
its relatively simplicity, it presents a lower performance and scalability. LVS-DR, on
the other hand, offers the highest performance using advanced routing techniques,
although presents a bigger difficulty. Finally, LVS-TUN moves away from locality
restrictions and allows a redirection between geographically separated real-servers
using IP tunnelling techniques.

8.2.1 LVS-NAT
Acronym NAT comes form Network Address Translation. NAT is a feature by which
IP addresses are mapped from one group to another. This can be done for security
reasons (i.e. a private network is needed that can not be accessed from external
sources directly) or, mainly at present times, because of a shortage on available public
IP addresses. In this last case, IPs of computers belonging to the private network are
not longer restricted in global uniqueness, but only in local, because those IP
addresses now only have sense locally as they will be translated when the datagrams
containing them go out from the private network.
This mapping can be done in different scales. The translation process can be N-to-N,
M-to-N (M>N) or N-to-1. This last method, known also as network address port
translation, is the one used by Linux IP Masquerading, compiled in the kernel and that
transform the computer holding the Linux Operating System into a router. Code of
LVS-NAT uses the IP Masquerading codes and other port forwarding techniques to
implement its functionality.
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Figure 10: LVS-NAT Topology

When a client addresses the Virtual IP of the LVS asking for a service, the request
(packet request) arrives to the load balancer through its external interface. Then load
balancer then examines the destination IP and port number. If this information
matches with a service provided by the LVS, an scheduling algorithm chooses a realserver to forward the request and indexes an entry in the hash table in charge of
storing the connections in process. All the packets belonging to the same connection
with an entry in the hash table will be redirected to the same real-server. After the
forwarding decision is made, packet’s destination address and port will be rewritten to
the ones matching the real-server chosen, and the packet is actually forwarded. When
the application layer at the real-server processes the packet and generates a response,
the replying packets will be forwarded to the load balancer, which likewise applying
the IP masquerading techniques, will rewrite real-server’s addresses and ports with its
owns and send then the packet to the client, who will never notice a difference. After
the connection terminates or timeouts, the corresponding entry in the hash table will
be deleted.
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Consider the following example:

Figure 11: Example of LVS-NAT

The Linux load balancer is configured to offer the following services:
Protocol

Virtual IP

Port of VS

TCP

216.239.38.5 80

TCP

216.239.38.5 21

Real-server IP
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.2
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.2

RS port
80
8080
21
21

Weight
2
1
1
1

Notice that: - Is not necessary that all the servers provide all the services.
- Is not necessary that the ports of the services in the real-servers are the
same ports that in the load balancer.
Events order would be like this:
1.- Client sends a request packet to the external face of the LVS cluster that is its VIP.
Source IP : Port
205.188.145.99:2314

Destination IP : Port
216.238.38.5:80
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2.- Load balancer receives the packet and decides to redirect to real-server 2
Source IP : Port
205.188.145.99:2314

Destination IP : Port
192.168.0.2:8080

3.- Real-server 2 answers back to the load balancer
Source IP : Port
192.168.0.2:8080

Destination IP : Port
205.188.145.99:2314

4.- Load balancer rewrites packet source IP to match what client expects
Source IP : Port
216.238.38.5:80

Destination IP : Port
205.188.145.99:2314

As discussed previously, the main advantages of LVS-NAT is that real-servers under
this technique can use any Operating System that supports TCP/IP protocol. Another
advantage is that the topology is quite easy to implement and that only one public IP
is needed.
Disadvantage of NAT strategy is the limited scalability caused by a demanding
performance. As packets accepted by the server have to be processed twice in the load
balancer, which have to access its inner data content to rewrite it (IP addresses and
ports). Hence the overhead needed is high, having the risk of transforming the load
balancer in a bottleneck of the system if we are not cautious. To support this idea with
figures, supposing that the average length of a TCP packet is 536 bytes3, the average
delay of rewriting a packet is around 60 µ s (on a Pentium processor) This means a
maximum throughput of 8,93Mbytes/s. Assuming the average throughput of a realserver is 400Kbytes/s, the load balancer can stand around 22 real-servers before
saturation. As we will see afterwards, the causes for the low scalability of LVS-NAT
are attempted to be solved in both remaining redirection techniques.

3

Averaging out between empty TCP packets and taking in account default MTU uses to be 1500 bytes
, 536 bytes appears as reasonable figure
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8.2.2 LV-TUN
IP tunnelling is a technique relying in the concept of the encapsulation of an IP
datagram inside another IP datagram. The usefulness of this method is that a new IP
header comes into play, which allows redirection to a different IP address than the one
held in the original datagram. As the initial datagram remains untouched, real-servers
which process the packets can now send directly to the clients its replies, relieving this
way the load balancer that, not only no longer needs to rewrite a packet (only adding
it to a new one), but that now processes only once a packet in each request.

Figure 12: LVS-TUN Topology

First steps of the data flow are the same as LVS-NAT. When a client addresses the
Virtual IP of the LVS asking for a service, the request (packet request) arrives to the
load balancer through its external interface. Then load balancer then examines the
destination IP and port number. If this information matches with a service provided by
the LVS, an scheduling algorithm chooses a real-server to forward the request and
indexes an entry in the hash table in charge of storing the connections in process. All
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the packets belonging to the same connection with an entry in the hash table will be
redirected to the same real-server. After the forwarding decision is made, load
balancer, instead of rewriting the packet, encapsulates it in another IP packet with the
IP address and port of the real-server chosen. The packet is then actually sent to the
real-server, which Operating System support IP tunnelling, decapsulating the packet
and processing it. The reply is next sent directly to the client using its own routing
table.
Note that with this configuration the real-servers can have any valid IP address in any
network, and might even be geographically distributed. The only requirement is that
they must support IP tunnelling, and its tunnel devices must be non-arp devices
configured with the virtual IP address of the LVS. This requirements are largely
exposed in - 8.2.2.1 -.
Advantages of LVS-TUN strategy remain on the decongestion of the load balancer,
which now has only a single process work per each client request. Moreover, we can
see from many Internet services (such as Web service) that the requests packets are
often short and the response packets usually have large amount of data. For this
reasons, the load balancer can not anymore be considered the bottleneck of the
system, and the scalability ability of the cluster grows dramatically compared to LVSNAT, being now able to handle up to a hundred of real-servers.
8.2.2.1 LVS-TUN requirements and the ARP problem
As pointed out before, the fact that the packets are encapsulated inside another IP
packet allows the use of real-servers in any network or location. When those realservers in remote networks attempt to reply to the clients, they should use the VIP of
the LVS as source IP. At this point we must be specially careful with the routers and
firewall connecting those networks to the outside, as it is a usual practice to deny
packets with source addresses not belonging to the network they are in (to avoid
practices as IP-Spoofing)
To make LVS-TUN work, apart from the interface accepting the packets from the
director, which can have any IP as exposed before, there should be another interface
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or sub-interface holding the VIP, this is it, the same the load balancer shows in its
external interface. The reason for this is that once the IP tunnelled packet arrives to
the real-server, the network layer decapsulates it, finding another IP packet. As the
packet has to be then redirected to the real-server itself, the solution is to have another
local interface with the IP address of the encapsulated packet, the VIP, to which local
routing table would point at. But then there is a problem: if we are in a network
topology where the real-servers and the director share the same media (broadcast
domain), ARP request from a machine in the network asking for the MAC address of
the VIP would be answered by more than one machine (all the real-servers). Allowing
this would definitely be a disaster, as the faster machine to answer would get the
packets, and there is no guaranty that this machine is going to be always the fastest
one. As a result, packets would be sent to different machines each time, making the
situation a total mess.
The solution to this problem is to make the interfaces of the real-servers holding the
VIP not to answer ARP requests. This is not always an easy tasks, as 2.2.x and 2.4.x
kernels seem to answer ARP request packets even in alias and tunnel interfaces.
Several solution strategies have been proposed, being the most significant ones the
following:
- Hidden interfaces: After kernels 2.2.14 there is a hidden flag that make
specified interfaces hidden from ARP broadcasts. A point to take into account
is that hiding aliases from real Ethernet interfaces make those interfaces
hidden too.
- Redirection: It is based in the use of IP masquerading features to redirect
incoming packets to the VIP of the machine. The downside is that this feature
has to be compiled in the kernel.
- Policy routing: Advanced policy routing compiled in the kernel allows
denying any ARP traffic from the LAN to the VIP. The drawback this time is
that we deny ALL the ARP traffic in the local network, including those
potential clients residing in it.
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Additional patches are proposed as well for kernels 2.2.x (x < 14), and also more
imaginative solutions as priming network devices with the correct address, making the
real-servers answer ARP requests with directors MAC, etc

8.2.3 LV-DR
General idea of LV-DR is basically the same as IP-TUN. Packets are redirected from
the load balancer to the real-servers, which have an interface configured with the VIP
and another which sends their answers to the clients directly. The main difference is
that now it is necessary that director and real-severs belong to the same physical
network segment, as packets are directly sent by the director with just rewriting its
MAC address with the chosen real-server one.

Figure 13: LVS-DR Topology

When a client addresses the Virtual IP of the LVS asking for a service, the request
(packet request) arrives to the load balancer through its external interface. Then load
balancer then examines the destination IP and port number. If this information
matches with a service provided by the LVS, an scheduling algorithm chooses a real54
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server to forward the request and indexes an entry in the hash table in charge of
storing the connections in process. All the packets belonging to the same connection
with an entry in the hash table will be redirected to the same real-server. After the
forwarding decision is made, load balancer rewrites MAC addresses of incoming
frames with the ones belonging to chosen real-servers, and forwards them to the
shared segment. Frames will arrive irremediably to the real-server, which data-link
layer will remove the header containing the MAC. Then it will give to the upper layer
(layer 3) which will behave exactly as explained in IP-TUN, redirecting the packet to
the non-arp interface and processing it.
Advantages now are that rewriting a MAC requires less processing that tunnelling a
packet (case of LVS-TUN) or rewriting IP and port twice (case of LVS-NAT).
However, the ARP problem exposed in the LVS-TUN section is still valid.

8.2.4 Summary of redirection techniques
The following table summarises the 3 approaches exposed

LVS-NAT

LVS-TUN

LVS-DR

Server O.S.

Only TCP/IP

Tunnelling and
non-arp interface

Non-arp interface

Servers network

Private

LAN / WAN*

LAN

Cluster size

Max ~ 20

Up to 100

Up to 100

Servers response

Through director

Direct

Direct

Table 1: Summary of Redirection Techniques
* This also implies that real-servers network must allow routing of packets with non-local IP source.

Solution implemented in the practical part of this document is LVS-NAT. Its
relatively easy implementation and the fact that this is a cluster for testing purposes
more than for a deep analysis and performance makes this decision clear. Moreover,
resources available and weight dedicated to this part of the thesis contribute with this
deliberation. A too intensive study from specific implementation escapes from the
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goals set by the author, which has preferred to offer a wider view of Linux Server
Clustering world.

8.3 IPVSADM
Ipvsadm is the command associated to the administration of IPVS and thus, LVS.
Ipvsadm can be used for:
-

Adding services to be accepted by the Director

-

Set-up the scheduling algorithm for them

-

Redirect requests to those services to the real-servers

-

Shut-down services or delete them

-

Save and restore configuration

-

Check active connections

The command has these two basic versions:
ipvsadm COMMAND [protocol] service-address
[scheduling-method] [persistent-timeout]
ipvsadm command [protocol] service-address serveraddress [packet-forwarding-method] [server-capacity]
The first one adds services that can be handled publicly by the LVS (represented by
the address of the director and port of the service) to the kernel routing table,
specifying the method for assigning request to those services to the real-servers
holding them and a persistent timeout if needed. The second version adds an existing
service address to an specific real-server offering that service. It also allows to
indicate a concrete packet-forwarding method and the weight of that real-server in the
cluster.
Executing the command ipvsadm without parameters (or with –L or -l) shows the list
of configured services and the real-servers which are specified to render them. The
information showed has the following structure:
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Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port Forward Weight ActiveConn InActConn

Most of the fields directly match the parameters exposed in the explanation of the
command format. Fields not so obvious are:
-

Flags: Additional parameters such as if the service should be persistent and its
timeout

-

ActiveConn: Shows the number of connections that are actually active, this is
it, that are in an ESTABLISHED state (easily observable using the command
netstat4)

-

InActConn: Shows the number of connections with an entry in the hash table
that are in whatever state but ESTABLISHED. Usually this represents those
connections waiting for timeout, as they did a fleeting appearance in the
ActiveConn field few moments ago and they are already served (although they
are not timeout yet)

Practical examples will be shown in section - 9.4 - , when describing the
implementation of our sample LVS cluster.
For information of specific parameters of the command ipvsadm, please refer to
ipvsadm manual on - Annexe III -.

8.4 SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
When the load balancer receives a client request, it first checks if the service asked by
the client is offered by the LVS. If it infers an affirmative answer, then the routing
table is consulted and a real-server is chosen to forward the request. In this process,
the director has to decide which real-server should get the redirection, and here it is
where the scheduling methods and algorithms come into play.

4

Full command netstat –an | grep VIP is suggested. (display all socket entries, without name
resolving, in which the VIP is displayed)
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In general, scheduling refers to the way processes are assigned priorities in a priority
queue. In our specific framework, scheduling refers to the way the load balancer
assigns a server to a client request. This way follows a sequence of defined actions to
achieve a decision, receiving this process the name of algorithm. LVS can follow up
to six basic algorithms to schedule client request among the real-servers belonging to
the cluster:
-

Round Robin (rr) : Probably one of them most famous scheduling algorithms,
Round Robin bases its success in simplicity. Here, real-servers are chosen in a
fixed cyclic order. In its weighted variant (Weighed Round Robin), priorities
can be assigned to real-servers in the form of numeric weights. The higher the
number is, the more petitions will be assigned for that real-server. This is
specially good when dealing with real-servers with different processing power,
as in this case it’s not realistic a plain cyclic assignment.

-

Least-Connections (lc): Load balancers using this algorithm will assign
requests to real-servers according to the number of connections held by each
real-server. This algorithm is dynamic, and can handle better situations where
servers and coming up or down, redirecting more connections to those servers
that just entered in the cluster and that, for this reason, are more connectionfree. It also exists a weighted variant.

-

Locality-Based Least-Connections (lblc): Distributes more requests to servers
with fewer active connections relative to their destination IPs. The algorithm
checks the destination (client) IP of packets and then forward those packets to
the same real-server, unless it is above its capacity, in which case assigns the
connection to the least-loaded one.

-

Locality-Based Least-Connections with Replication (lblcr): In this case, the
destination for packets with the same destination IP is a set of real-servers
(instead of a single one as in the above case). An specific packet will be
assigned to that real-server in the set resulting from a least-connections
algorithm. This and previous algorithm are designed for proxy-cache based
clusters.
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Destination Hashing (dh): Assigns real-servers by choosing them in a static
way from a hash table with indexed destination IP addresses.

-

Source Hashing (sh): Same concept as Destination Hashing but considering
the source IP address of packets.

Original scheduling algorithms are Round Robin and Least-Connections, and both will
work properly for testing purposes. Rest of schedulers should work with equivalent
results for identical real-servers holding the same services. As pointed out before,
Least-Connections will work better in situations where servers are brought up and
down constantly. However, if the real- servers are offering different services and
some have clients connected for a long time while others are connected for a short
time, or some are compute bound, while others are network bound, then none of the
schedulers will do a good job of distributing the load between the real-servers as LVS
have no load monitoring of the real-servers. There are some workarounds for this
problem using user-level tools, such us ldirectord (- 8.6.3 -) or mon.

8.5 LVS PERSISTENCE
Along all our discussion about LVS, we have assumed that all connections are
handled independently from whatever other past, present or future connection. This
assumption causes no problems for most of standard services, such as general HTTP
requests, but we can not suppose the same for some services that need to be handled
by the same server throughout several connections, TCP or UDP, understanding as
TCP connection the time elapsed between the three way hand-shake and its
finalization, either by a TCP-FIN or TCP-RESET. Necessary set of TCP/UDP
connections needed for the correct provision of a service is known as a session, and
the mechanism which guaranties that all this connections are sent to the same realserver is called session persistence.
Typical examples of a need for persistence are e-commerce web applications, secure
protocols or FTP services. For e-commerce applications, for example, if real-server
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attending the requests changes, the client would loose or create different shopping
baskets for each server. For secure application, such as HTTPS, security keys must be
interchanged by client and server and held during the session. Finally, for passive
FTP, where bulk data transfer port is decided by the server, is obviously necessary
that the same real-server manages same clients requests when server answer does not
even go through the load balancer, which can not analyse packets to discover which
port is being actually used.
There is another curious persistence problem, and is when we need to control client
request based on its IP sources, and those clients are behind a network which hosts
come out to the internet by more than one Proxy server. Then, depending on which
proxy is used by the client, source address will vary although the original client would
be the same. This problem is known as the mega-proxy problem. A solution for this
problem is considering that these proxy servers belong to the same network, adding
for this reason a persistent mask to persistent services. The client source address is
masked with this net-mask, so clients within this net-mask will access the same realserver. Default persistent mask is 255.255.255.255, meaning that the persistent
granularity (number of hosts involved) is per client.
The current solution included in ipvsadm for handling connection affinity is to add a
persistent port affinity in LVS. This way is considered that requests to same port
belong to same service. In the persistent port strategy then, when a client first accesses
a service, the load balancer will create an special template, followed by the regular
connection entry in the hash table. The persistent template time can be configured, but
will never expire before the connexion timeout.
Ipvsadm commands are normally introduced for specific ports, following the standard
format exposed in section - 8.3 -, but adding a –p parameter in the end of the
command:
ipvsadm COMMAND [protocol] service-address
[scheduling-method] [persistent-timeout]
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Where service-address is determined by the VIP address and the port
(ip_address:port) representing the service. Original port number can be substituted by
the wildcard 0 , meaning that any request for any service from the same client will be
forwarded to the same real-server. Granularity and net-masks are added with the
parameter –M.

8.5.1 Firewall marks
Considering this way of implementing persistence, it is clearly poor. For coupled port
persistence (such as the active FTP) we are forced to use the wildcard 0, with what
requests from that client to the LVS to any service will be redirected to the same realserver (when we only desired one-service persistence).
On year 2000, a new method based on TCP-packet marking, was added to ipvsadm.
This method substitutes the use of VIP:port on ipvsadm commands by the parameter
–f followed by an integer value greater than 0. When packets from client arrive to the
director, it uses ipchains or iptables (commands for kernel feature IP-Masquerading)
to mark them with an integer value and forward them to an IP (VIP). When the
packets are gathered by IPVS, it forwards them according to its firewall marks like
“packets with mark equal to X are forwarded with scheduler Y to real-server1:port
and real-server2:port”, for example.
With this technique now persistence is much more flexible. There is no limitation
with port grouping, as, for example, now we can forward request to coupled ports 2021 (FTP) and 80-443 (e-commerce) to different servers, and then maybe telnet to
another different server.
Another utility of firewall marks is when we have more than one VIP operating under
the load balancer. In a traditional way, although it is possible to have several VIPs
configured in the same director, it is not a good scalable method and, moreover,
connections to different VIP are handled separately if not persistence methods based
on source IP are implemented. With firewall marks this is much easier and feasible.
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8.6 HIGH AVAILABILITY AND SCALABILITY
Is on the so called production environments, where fault tolerance is a business
necessity, where high availability advantages of a cluster configuration come out. By
high availability, as described in - 2.4 - , we understand “the ability of a system,
component or service to be continuously operational for a desirably long length time”.
In other words, and applied to our concrete study, high availability is capacity of our
cluster of servers to tolerate a real-server o director casualty on service, taking
adequate and automatic measures on the configuration to appear as much transparent
as possible to the clients.
In LVS this feature is implemented through the use of additional software installed on
Linux Directors. It could be though that is a drawback the fact that high availability is
no included in the kernel, but, in fact is an advantage that reduces overhead to the
kernel an adds a great flexibility. Although quite a lot of techniques, more or less
popular, can be implemented to support LVS high availability, in this document we
will focus on the solution offered by heartbeat, Fake and ldirectord software
packages, all of them integrated into the Ultra Monkey Project [20]
Two different types of high availability should be differentiated: Director failure and
Real-server failure.
- Real-Server Failure This is relatively easy to handle compared with a director failover. A monitoring
utility, placed in the load balancer, is needed to check services in the realservers. If a service is noticed to be down, measures are taken to modify the
IPVS table so that real-server won’t be taken in account for new forward
decisions. Consequently, if a node is noticed to be on service again, IPVS table
will be restored and request could be sent to the real-server again.
In this paper’s proposal, this role will be played by the software ldirectord.
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- Director Failure As a key device in the cluster, director’s failure and recovery must be carefully
handled to avoid an interruption in the service. Solution in this case is more
delicate and goes though an automatic substitution of the load balancer by an
equally configured back-up machine. General idea is to maintain both primary
and secondary directors linked an running a software that checks continuously if
their equivalent is responding to a certain protocol queries. If master director
suffers a failure and stops answering those requests, secondary director would
promote himself as active load balancer and take the role from the faulty
machine. This process involves, not only a configuration of IPVS tables, but
also a migration of IP addresses through which server farm is offering its
service, public and private.
Special care has to be placed in making sure that the link between both (or
more) directors is not failing, because such a situation would result in both load
balancers to believe themselves as only survivors and in a struggle to offer the
services under the same public virtual IP, causing an incongruence in the
network and stopping dramatically the service. To avoid this problems,
redundant links are used so the availability protocol is run among all of them.
In this paper’s proposal, this role will be played by heartbeat and Fake software.
As pointed out before, all proposed software used for high availability is supplied into
the package provided in the Ultra Monkey Project. Ultra Monkey is a project “to
create load balanced and highly available services on a local area network using
Open-Source components on the Linux Operating System” Ultra Monkey mainly
wraps inside the same packages already existing software to produce a single point of
installation and documentation. It provides installation packages for a couple of Linux
distributions and the source code for a compilation if necessary. The decision for this
selection is an excellent proposal of features together with an easier installation and
unified documentation.
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8.6.1 Heartbeat
Heartbeat is the program that brings together and matches all other pieces of software
that constitute the high availability core in a LVS. Heartbeat implements the heartbeat
protocol, messages that are sent in regular and configurable intervals between
machines and that, if they are not received as expected, would spark off certain
measures to shortcut the problem. Heartbeat accept its protocol to run over serial
interface links (RS232) and UDP/IP based connection, and through these last ones,
accepts broadcast, multicast and unicast dispatching
Heartbeat is implemented in the frame of a so called active-passive cluster. This
means that there is always a director that is considered master or primary that will
take the role of a load balancer always that, for any reason, it doesn’t go down. If this
happens, another machine, called slave or secondary will take responsibility of the
balancing, either until the primary node comes to live again or either it fails.
Heartbeat is also the responsible of triggering the different processes to allow for this
shift to take place. To understand this better is necessary to first comprehend the
mechanism that allows two different future holding public IP machines coexist in the
same network if the clients should always access the services of the cluster through
the same VIP. This is achieved by configuring different IP addresses on both public
interfaces of both directors but offering the service in a virtual IP shared by both
machines. In Linux OS this can be attained using aliases to physical interfaces, which
will respond to network layer requests the same way the primary IP would do. If a
director needs to be changed to passive mode, would only be necessary to erase its
alias on the public interface and create an alias with the VIP in the machine to become
active. Actually alias wouldn’t be necessaries and a change of the primary IP would
produce the same effects. But in this last framework, passive director would become
inaccessible for remote administration or will result in the use of a different IP
weather the machine is in active or passive mode, complicating the administration.
With the alias strategy, though, directors, no matter if they are in active or passive
modes, will respond always to the same IP either for administration or for service
offering.
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Apart from the alias solution in public IP of the load balancers, a similar consideration
has to be taken for the interface connecting directors to the private network that
contains real-servers. As the idea is that real-servers should be transparent as well to
network topology, its routing table should be static and pointing always to the same
default gateway, the load balancer for NAT, the same way clients direct their request
always to the same VIP. Applying previous reasoning, solution is to create an alias in
private interfaces as a private IP, which shift and recover would be included in the
process the same way as the VIP would do.
The process of activating a passive node is known as IP address Takeover and the
code that allows it to happen is called Fake and will be explained later.
Although at this point the takeover process seems not so complicated, maybe there is
a detail that we have omitted. Of course is clear that we have solved the problem of
the logical (IP) address… but what about the physical? Every machine working in an
environment where physical and logical addresses coexist (such as IP over Ethernet)
holds an ARP table with last obtained matches. If we change the physical address of
the director but the VIP remains the same, what would happen with the requests from
the clients which ARP tables still have the old physical address? The answer is clear.
As clients (included routers) would first check if they have a cached match between
the logical IP address and the physical MAC address, if they find it, they would use
that MAC no matter the actual VIP address is held by another NIC. This process
would take place until, either by themselves or learned by some broadcast, would
realise they new MAC and add it to their ARP table. In the mean time, however,
packets would be lost or, in the best case, not served.
To overcome the problem of ARP caches, not only for the public interface but also for
the real-servers in the private, a trivial but intelligent solution is taken. When the new
active node comes up, it send ARP requests to the network, but with its own VIP
address. As this process, known as gratuitous ARP, uses a broadcast to send the
request to all that segment of the network, the LVS cluster assures that the new MAC
is learned by clients (either clients of that segment, public or private, or routers to
other segments) and will accelerate the update of ARP tables and low unanswered
requests.
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Heartbeat also controls the call to ldirector, a Perl based daemon that is in charge of
monitoring real-server’s activity and change the IPVS table if a failure would be
detected. Ldirectord will be explained further on.

8.6.2 Fake
Fake is an script that is designed to bring up back-up servers when a failure in
primary ones is detected into a LAN. Fake allows to take over IP addresses of other
machine in the LAN by bringing up an additional interface and using ARP spoofing
(including a forged ARP address in an ARP reply) Although Fake is a general
purpose code, it particularly adapts to monitoring software and is included inside
Heartbeat as part of it.

8.6.3 Linux Director Daemon (ldirectord)
Ldirectod is a daemon in charge of monitoring the different services of cluster of
real-servers in a load balancing environment. Ldirectord is called by Heartbeat in its
initialisation and it allows HTTP, HTTPS and FTP monitoring amongst others.
According to its configuration file, if a real-server monitored by ldirector goes down
in a service, ldirector will automatically rewrite the IPVS table of the load balancer to
exclude that service from the forwarding decision until it comes up again.

8.6.4 Persistence in High Availability
High availability software provides then a safe way to treat machine unpredictable
failover by either shifting this machine functionality to another equivalent machine or
changing configuration so no request would be forwarded to the faulty device. But
there is still something it has not been talked about. What would happen with existing
connection in the moment of the failure? Solution for this issue is not always easy,
and most of the times would mean a loose of the connection. For HTTP connections,
in which each HTTP request behaves as a separate connection and can be forwarded
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to a different real-server, loose of a real-server wont mean actually too much, as a
page refresh or a click in a web link will cause a new connection. But for the so called
statefull connections, such as electronic commerce sites in which a tracking of
customer shopping cart has to be done, solution is not trivial. A possible shortcut
could be the use of client-side cookies, but some reasons such a security compromise
or, mainly, client awareness of the cluster existence, makes it not feasible. Existing
reasonable solutions go through a proper application programming and distributed
storage systems, although this problem solution is still on developing and by now
offers not an standardized solution.
About directors failure, is connections table the one offering a weak point on an
unpredicted down time. The Server State Sync Daemon, developed also under the
LVS project, provides at present an acceptable solution. The Sync daemon provides a
way of copying IPVS connections to the back-up director while those happen,
assuring a safe takeover in case a primary failure would occur.

8.7 STORAGE AND DATABASES
One of the problems with most difficult solution when using a cluster of servers that
should hold the same information is how to make that data to replicate if one of the
node’s file-system is modified. This problem somehow relaxes if the file-systems are
read-only, since in this situation, only programmed updates of the data while need a
control. But when servers hold write enabled information systems, such as modifiable
databases, cluster topology gets much more complicated.
In general, two approaches to overcome problems related with replication of
information exist. The first one is to synchronise periodically the information in
cluster nodes. The second one is to use shared file-system that control access to a
single storage repository.
Synchronization is the easies but less reliable solution for replicated data consistency.
This method usually involve synchronization daemons that perform data check and
update periodically for all nodes of the cluster. Unfortunately, to update data that is
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being used is generally not a good idea, and sync operations should be done in out-of
the-service nodes, which doesn’t really solve the problem. Consequently, this is
definitely not a solution for write enabled file-systems. In case of a big number of
nodes in the cluster where information is read-only, a progressive disconnection while
they are upgraded can be considered, since the high availability software already used
prevents clients to notice a partial down-time of some nodes of the cluster.
Shared file-systems (SFS) approach offers the best and most reliable solution. This
strategy goes through the development of a new tire, the storage tire, that will be
shared among all members of the cluster. A present market solution is the Open
Global File System Project (OGFS), which proposes a write and read control over the
SFS by clients modification. Eventually, this solution does need an additional
hardware infrastructure, not included in the OGFS, that would hold the storage drives.
Again, a wide range of possibilities appear to fulfil this requirement, from RAID
systems to storage servers. An interesting solution, the author thinks, is a combination
of the OGFS with a DRBD implementation. DRBD offers high availability for storage
servers, that will migrate storage services to a back-up server if a failure in the
primary node occurs. This way, through a OGFS implementation, information in a
storage server could be accessed an controlled by all nodes of a cluster, and in case a
failure of the primary storage server would occur, a secondary storage server (which
data is a replication of the primary node) would come to operation.

9. LVS Sample Implementation
9.1 OVERVIEW
Although is true that any research has to be preceded by a theoretical study, is also
true that a plain analysis without a

practical implementation prevents a deep

understanding in the subjects studied. With this conviction, WE have wanted to carry
out the real application of an LVS cluster once learned its bases.
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Figure 14: Author and the Sample LVS Cluster

The goal of this part of the thesis is not a deep implementation taking in account all
possible variables, but a sample of how the theoretical knowledge achieved in
previous chapters can be put into practice. Moreover, a field work in High
Availability will, for sure, help to understand the practical consequences of a failure in
one or more of the machines of the cluster.
Sample implementation chosen is formed by four machines: two real-servers and two
directors. With this decision, a double cluster is achieved. On one hand, both realservers comprise a High Scalability cluster behind a load balancing system. On the
other hand, both directors offer a High Availability set that supports an active load
balancer failure.
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About the forwarding techniques employed, LVS-NAT has been the choice. With
LVS-NAT a simpler implementation is achieved, and we overcome problems related
with the acceptance from some interfaces of ARP packets (the arp problem, - 8.2.2 -).
Furthermore, the use of a NAT approach does not represent any limitation for the
model, but maybe a restriction in node number growth, which definitely is not
important for the sample.
Following sections offer a complete tracking of the implementation process, both
software and hardware. In the end of this part is also presented a conclusion obtained
a along the process.

9.2 TOPOLOGY
9.2.1 Logical Topology
The four machines member of the cluster are connected between each other and the
clients through the same LAN. This is because restrictions in working environment,
where the switching device is the same for all the internal network. However, this
restriction do not represent any limit for the experiment, as the configuration of
different networks assure a logical division on routed packets.
Client and public IPs of directors share the same network, including the VIP.
However, services are offered only through the VIP, leaving the real IPs of the public
interfaces of the directors for administration purposes. On the other hand, private
network is constituted by real-servers and the private interfaces of the directors,
including its RIP (Real IP). The same way it happened with public interfaces, gateway
function is offered in active load balancer through its RIP.
A single link for heartbeat packets is established through a null-mode cable among
serial interfaces. In any production environment, tough, more than one link should be
configured to avoid LVS crash due to heartbeat media failure.
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Figure 15: Sample LVS Cluster Logical Topology

9.2.2 Physical Topology
Public network is 10.0.0.0, to which clients and public director’s interfaces (eth1 and
aliases) belong. Virtual IP address (VIP) is 10.142.85.64, belonging consequently to
clients network (or in a production environment, to the router connecting to the
Internet or to other LANs or WANs)
Private network is 192.168.0.0, to which real-servers and private director’s interfaces
(eth0 and aliases) belong. Real IP address (RIP) is 192.168.0.64, belonging
consequently to real-servers network.
Heartbeat packets are sent over a null-modem cable connected to both director’s
serial 0 port (ttyS0 for Linux).
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eth0:0 10.142.85.64
eth0:1 192.168.0.64

Figure 16: Sample LVS Cluster Physical Topology

9.3 SOFTWARE
If we remember, one of the principles of an LVS cluster was that it was based on the
so called commodity hardware. This means that machines don’t need special features
to be part of the cluster, but just the minimum requirements to install the software that
would transform our set of computers in a fully functional Linux Virtual Server
System. Consequently is the Software (and, of course, a concrete network topology
that matches its configuration) what makes the difference.
However, not even all the software has to be focussed to our cluster. Another goal of
our system, at least in the LVS-NAT configuration (- 8.2.1 -) adopted for this
example, is that real-servers don’t need any different configuration that the one they
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would hold if they would be stand-alone servers. This is also true for LVS-DR and
LVS-TUN, but taking in account the considerations of - table 1 -.
In this section, the concrete software used in this sample implementation will be
exposed. Gracious as free software uses to be, possibilities are wide. Let’s take this
particular configuration as an example.

9.3.1 Kernel-level Software
Debian Woody distribution is used as Operating System in the four machines
belonging to the cluster. Current Kernel version running is 2.4.20. About directors,
any Linux distribution could have been used holding a 2.4 kernel (due to Ultra
Monkey requirements ). About real-servers, as exposed before, any OS with TCP/IP
compatible and able to offer the services we want would be enough.
The reasons to have chosen Debian as the OS only have to do with authors will and
the fact that I have been working with it for a long time. Although is true that I
consider that Debian has important advantages in administration compared to other
Linux distributions (and that Debian is not associated with any commercial
organization), this should not affect LVS installation. Is also true, though, that due to
this election, installation process has varied, but equal results can be achieved with
any other Linux OS and configuration process itself is also identical.
First of all, Kernel must support LVS. Many pre-built distributions include modular
kernels with a wide range of possible hot kernel bindings. Some of them, include also
the LVS as a module and packages with its configurations tools (ipvsadm). To include
LVS in self-compiled kernel, a patch must be included so at configuration time the
kernel offers the possibility to compile LVS functionality. Last LVS patches are
available at the Linux Virtual Server Project home page [1]
As exposed in NAT-LVS (section - 8.2.1 -), Linux director not only forwards client
requests to real-servers, but also routes server responses to back to the clients. To be
able to support Network Address Translation, Linux kernel needs to implement this
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functionality deliberately. For kernel 2.4, the NAT sub-system is called Netfilter, and
the tool used for its administration is IPTABLES. Most distributions include Netfilter
as a module and iptables among its commands. However, when updating to new
kernels, apart from choosing Netfilter functionality it might be necessary to update
iptables software to a compatible version5. Although it is possible to install IPVS in a
2.2 kernel based distribution, and it seems is possible to get High Availability
functionality as well, new network enhanced treatment on kernels 2.4 and later makes
these kernels a better option if possible. It is important to keep in mind too that NAT
sub-system is totally different in kernels 2.2 compared to 2.4, and that iptables
command is replaced by ipchains command.

9.3.2 Administration Software
The tool used for the administration of IPVS is called ipvsadm (see - 8.3 -). Ipvsadm
is not included in the IPVS kernel patch itself, but is included in official LVS site
packages and also available separately at the same site [1]. Ipvsadm must be
compatible with the kernel patch used when current Linux Kernel was compiled.

9.3.3 High Availability
The High Availability software used in this implementation is the one provided by the
Ultra Monkey Project. As exposed in - 8.6 -, this includes heartbeat, for director high
availability, fake, included in heartbeat, for IP address takeover, and ldirectord, for
real-server monitoring.
See - 9.4.2 - for details in its configuration.

5

See Netfilter [45] web site for latest versions.
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9.3.4 Real-servers Service Software
For the purpose of this thesis, that is to build a functional sample LVS to understand
how it works and the possibilities it can offer, a simple HTTP and FTP services where
planned. Further considerations such as database web access, mailing services or SSL
are beyond the primary objectives and, although a deeper study will be for sure of a
high interest, the author has preferred to develop other parts rather that fix all efforts
in this section. However, Ultra Monkey gives cover to following services: HTTP,
HTTPS, FTP, IMAP, POP, SMTP, LDAP and NNTP. Moreover, different
combinations offer a wide range of possibilities, such as the inclusion of sub-cluster
branches instead of single real-servers for high-performance server task (be the
Google example, at - 7 -, an illustration of existing solutions)
Both real-servers hold equal configuration for simplicity reasons. HTTP service is
offered at port 80 by Apache Server version 1.3.26. FTP service is offered at port 21
by ProFTPD version 1.2.5rc1. The FTP service is configured to grant access to
anonymous users.

9.4 INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION PROCESS
Following the process of configuration for directors and real-servers will be shown.
Not only a bare list of commands is intended to be displayed, but also an step-by-step
reasoning of why this concrete configuration was chosen from all the possibilities
available.

9.4.1 Common Software
Debian Woody kernel image offered at Ultra Monkey web site was used for all
machines. This kernel images provide all patches and features necessary to run a
Linux director, plus a patch that hides interfaces for ARP requests, needed for LVSTUN and LVS-DR forwarding techniques (section - 8.2.2.1 -). Although finally
neither of these both techniques was used in this sample, installation of this kernel
image in real-servers provided, apart from a prospective forwarding technique change,
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the possibility to shift without kernel update a real-server to a load balancer. For these
reasons, Ultra Monkey image was installed to all the machines, included real-servers.
One of the most useful and popular Debian package downloading and installation
tools is called apt. Apt offers a set of front-ends for package management, including
the apt-get command which controls package downloading, dependency resolving and
installation. Linux Debian and partners offer a great number of mirrors of all its
packages repository worldwide. It is possible, not only to configure which mirror aptget will use for downloading the binaries or sources, but also to specify http or ftp
repositories containing only specific software. This is the case of Ultra Monkey, that
offers an Internet place containing its Debian kernel images and High Availability
tools in a .deb fashion (Debian’s package format) for Debian users to download and
install.
There exist several ways to update the sources which apt-get will use for packet
fetching, but the most direct one is to edit the file sources.list at /etc/apt/. This file
contains a line for each apt source. Consequently, to add to our repository list Ultra
Monkey’s location, we should add the proper line/s to the file:
deb http://www.ultramonkey.org/download/2.0.1/ woody main
deb-src http://www.ultramonkey.org/download/2.0.1 woody main

Following, we need to tell apt-get that we have changed the list and next time it
should check also these new locations:
apt-get update

To get the required Debian packages:
apt-get install kernel-image-2.4.20-3-ipvs-686

For a list of possible packages please refer to [20]
Kernel provided uses initrd special device for booting the kernel and load modules at
boot time. Initrd is a boot loader initialized RAM disk that provides a way to load an
initial root-system from its contents and then be able to load extra modules from the
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same image (specially useful if LVS functionality is compiled as a module, as it is our
case). The fact that the kernel provided uses initrd means that we should specify the
boot loader that should initialize this special device with our kernel. If we use Lilo, as
our Linux boot loader, the new entry for our kernel at /etc/lilo.conf should look
something like this:
image=/boot/vmlinuz-2.4.20-3-ipvs-686
label=Ultramonkey
read-only
initrd=/boot/initrd.img-2.4.20-3-ipvs-686

For a detailed explanation of lilo.conf please refer to its documentation.
As exposed in - 9.3 -, equivalent configuration could have been achieved by a kernel
compilation from scratch. However, it is necessary to apply necessary patches and
compile the kernel, apart from configuring properly the boot loader.

9.4.2 Directors
If following previous steps and rebooting the machine, we would have a running
Linux kernel image with IPVS functionality, we need also to install, for those
machines aiming to be High Availability (HA) directors, the necessary software
discussed in - 9.3.3 -. Installation of this software, of course, is not necessary to
simply run an LVS. However, our system would be exposed to real-server and
director failure or to tiresome manual modifications for real-servers farm variation.
First, as a director is going to act as packet forwarders, we need to enable this feature
as it is not enabled by default. We can do this, for example, editing the file
/etc/sysctl.conf (that holds system variables) and add the following:
net/ipv4/ip_forward=1
net/ipv4/conf/default.rp_filter = 1

Second line, although not necessary, is used as a way to check if packets with spoofed
source addresses are received. If this happens, those packets will be dropped.
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Ultra Monkey also provides pre-built Debian packages with all necessary HA
software. Apt-get will also help us in this task:
apt-get install ultramonkey

Once the software has been installed, it is necessary to configure several files. For
heartbeat these files are ha.cf, haresources and authkeys, all in /etc/ha.d/. For
ldirectord, ldirectord.cf in the same directory. Please notice that only main parameters
are shown in this section. For a complete version of the configuration files, refer to
- Annexe IV -.
 ha.cf
This file is the main configuration file for heartbeat. It holds parameters to configure
attributes regarding to the nodes forming the director’s cluster and the connection
between them. Following main parameters are shown:
keepalive 2
deadtime 30
warntime 10
initdead 120
nice_failback on
serial /dev/ttyS0
# Linux
#bcast eth0
# Linux
#mcast eth0 225.0.0.7 694 1 1
#ucast eth0 192.168.1.2
node
penguin-dad
node
penguin-mom

Four first lines refer to timing issues and defaults have been left. They can be useful to
tune how heartbeat alarms and protocol will be used by directors.
Nice_failback parameter refers to how the priority on active director should be in case
a failover and restoration would occur. If the parameter is set to on, the back-up node
will remain active after a primary node failover, no matter if the primary recovers or
not. This can be useful if both primary and secondary nodes are equally powerful,
saving this way the trouble a new migration could cause.
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Following, there exist several parameters to specify which medium is used to
communicate both directors so heartbeat protocol will run over them. Heartbeat
allows serial interface links (RS232) and UDP/IP based connection, and through these
last ones, accepts broadcast, multicast and unicast dispatching. In our case, we will
use only a null-modem cable over serial port, device /dev/ttyS0 on Linux. Out of
testing purposes, at least two connections should be used. A failure in all existing
connections between both nodes would produce a conflict between directors and it
should be avoided at all costs.
To end with, this file also specifies the nodes that are present in the director cluster.
We use two nodes with the names shown in the topology section - 9.2 –
 authkeys
This file specifies the authentication method used between both directors. There exist
three possibilities: CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check), SHA1 (Secure Hash Algorithm
version 1) and MD5 (Message-Digest Algorithm 5). Only the first one provides no
security, and must be used in secure networks (such a null-mode cable). For the other
two, a secret chain of characters has to be provided. For logical reasons, rights to this
file must be set to 600 (only write and read rights for administrator)
auth 2
2 sha1 penguin

 haresources
Haresources contains a list of resources to be migrated from the active director that
has failed or gone down, to the passive director that is coming up to replace it. Each
group of resources is written in a single line, preceded with the preferred node
(primary node) name. Typically, resources will indicate IP address aliases and
services to transfer from a dying director to its back-up.
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penguin-mom IPaddr::192.168.0.64/24/eth0 IPaddr::10.142.85.64/25/eth1
ldirectord::ldirectord.cf
[Please note that this code represents a single line]

If a resource name contains “::”, anything following will be considered as an
argument to that resource. Taking profit of this, an script named IPaddr is used to
create interface aliases with given IP and network mask. IPaddr is included in
Heartbeat package and is where a part of the Fake code is implemented.
Although we can also specify service names to be started in up-coming node (such as
HTTP), this is not our goal, as no service is implemented directly on directors.
Instead, we will specify a new resource, ldirectord, which will add to the IPVS table
of the new active node the services we need. To fulfil this task, ldirectord can use a
configuration file stored also in /etc/ha.d/. For us, this file will be named ldirectord.cf.
 ldirectord.cf
This file specifies the services ldirectord has to monitor and, thus, the ones to be
added to the IPVS table. Services supported are HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, IMAP, POP,
SMTP, LDAP and NNTP. For each of these services, the VIP offering it and the realservers to serve it are specified, as well as the monitoring method to use.
# Virtual Server for HTTP
virtual=10.142.85.64:80
#
fallback=127.0.0.1:80
real=192.168.0.1:80 masq
real=192.168.0.2:80 masq
service=http
#
request="index.html"
#
receive="Test Page"
scheduler=rr
protocol=tcp
checktype=connect
# Virtual Service for FTP
virtual=10.142.85.64:21
real=192.168.0.1:21 masq
real=192.168.0.2:21 masq
service=ftp
login="anonymous"
passwd="anon@anon.anon"
scheduler=rr
persistent=600
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protocol=tcp
checktype=connect

Virtual specifies the virtual service, this is it, the VIP and virtual port (most likely to
be the same port as in the real service). On the other hand, real specifies de RIP (Real
IP address) and the real port, as well as the forwarding technique (NAT, direct routing
or tunnelling) and, optionally, the server priority.
A common parameter is also persistent, which specifies the number of seconds of
persistence for persistent marked conncetions. Persistence has been enabled for FTP,
as way to check its operation. Tests can be found in - 9.5 Service correct operation can be checked in two ways. First way is as a simple
connectivity test, if checktype is set to “connect”, what will just check if the port of
the service is able to accept a connection. Evidently, this doesn’t mean that the service
is working properly. For a more detailed check, the other way is setting checktype to
“negotiate”.
If negotiate is enabled, the parameters request and receive gain sense. In request
would be specified a request chain to the service, and the value set in receive will be
expected. If the value expected and actually received is the same, then the service is
considered to be working properly. With this possibility, operation beyond the web
server can be checked, such as requests to a PHP page connecting to a database,
where a database field could be specified in a parameter of the request chain (i.e.
page.php?id_parameter=row_name)
An interesting parameter could be also fallback. This parameter specifies the IP
address and service to use if all the real-servers for that services would fail. A good
idea is to use the localhost, this is it, the director itself, offering an error web page if
all real-servers are down. But unfortunately this would mean to install the service also
in the load balancers.
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 Additional configurations
After the proper file configuration, it is necessary to make sure about a couple of
things before finishing. First we need to specify that we want Heartbeat to start when
the O.S. boots and that, as ldirectord has to be started when heartbeat calls it, that it
doesn’t start when the O.S boots (that is how is configured by default). On a Debian
Linux, scripts starting on different run-levels are place in /etc/init.d/, and the
command update-rc.d is used as a tool to specify that the scripts should start when the
system shifts to a certain run-level.
update-rc.d heartbeat start 2 3 4 5 .
update-rc.d -f ldirectord remove

Second, as masquerading is used as a forwarding mechanism by LVS, it is necessary
to create the proper rules that will route the packets to the private network. As
exposed before, configuration of masquerading is done using a command called
iptables. On Debian Linux, iptables commands can be associated to an interface, as an
action to execute when the interface goes up or down. The configuration file where
this can be specified is called interfaces, and is found at /etc/network/:
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.0.254
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.0.0
broadcast 192.168.0.255
up iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -j MASQUERADE -s 192.168.0.0/24
down iptables -t nat -D POSTROUTING -j MASQUERADE -s 192.168.0.0/24

Previous code is configured interface eth0 at penguin-mom director.
IPVS support for FTP is included in our case as a separate module for the kernel. To
use it, we should link the module with the kernel. This operation is achieved by the
command modprobe:
modprobe up_vs_ftp
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9.4.3 Real-servers
Software for real-servers needs much less configuration in this limited framework. As
services offered are HTTP and FTP, software to install is, as exposed in section
- 9.3.4 -, Apache Web Server and ProFTP. Since both servers are offered as packages
inside the Debian package repository, and defaults setting are to be used, we only
need to issue the following apt commands:
apt-get install apache
apt-get install proftp

Dependencies will be automatically resolved and packages will be automatically
downloaded and installed. Moreover, proper scripts at /etc/init.d/ will be also placed
for us, making it possible to start the services at boot-time.
Apart from this, as we did with director’s interfaces, it is needed to configure realservers interfaces. In each server, which in our configuration will hold a single
interface, we have to specify a correct IP belonging to the private network and the
gateway through which route answers produced by the servers. Although this
operations could be issued manually with the ifconfig and route commands, is more
convenient to edit the interfaces configuration file instead of creating a boot script or
re-entering the configuration each time the machine is restarted.
auto eth0
iface eth0
address
netmask
gateway

inet static
192.168.0.1
255.255.255.0
192.168.0.64

Note that the gateway specified is nothing but the RIP address of the private interfaces
on the directors, which is the same in both load balancers. This way, should a
takeover take place due to a director failure, no modification is needed on any node of
the cluster.
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9.5 TESTING
After starting heartbeat, configuration files will be read and interfaces and aliases will
be configured (this last ones only if the node where heartbeat is running is the active
node at that moment). To make sure everything is working properly, a look to log files
and configurations can help:
 Interfaces (ifconfig command)
The command ifconfig is used in Linux to show configured interfaces information,
such as IP addresses and transmitted and received packet statistics. Entering the
ifconfig command in an active director should show, not only the real interfaces, but
also the aliases use to hold the virtual addresses. For penguin-mom as active node:
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:192.168.0.254

HWaddr 00:01:02:0E:AE:21
Bcast:192.168.0.255

Mask:255.255.255.0

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:6693 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:8027 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:546699 (533.8 KiB) TX bytes:562510 (549.3 KiB)
Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8080
eth0:0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:192.168.0.64

HWaddr 00:01:02:0E:AE:21
Bcast:192.168.0.255

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500
Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8080
eth1

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.142.85.61

Mask:255.255.255.0

Metric:1

HWaddr 00:00:E2:1A:B0:D9
Bcast:10.255.255.255

Mask:255.255.255.128

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:1748 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:1016 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:2 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:175815 (171.6 KiB) TX bytes:338326 (330.3 KiB)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0x7000
eth1:0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.142.85.64

HWaddr 00:00:E2:1A:B0:D9
Bcast:10.142.85.127

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500
Interrupt:5 Base address:0x7000

Mask:255.255.255.128

Metric:1

As was showed in - Figure 16 -, eth1 holds the public IP, while eth0 belongs to the
private network. Thus, alias for erh1 will bear the VIP, and alias of eth0 will do for
RIP. At the same time, passive director penguin-dad should not hold any alias, as alias
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configuration will only take place during a takeover, allowing the new active node to
answer client request and to route real-server replies.
 IPVS table (ipvsadm command)
Ipvsadm command entered without any parameter will display the IPVS table. This
table will show how IPVS will behave on a client request for any of the services
configured in for the LVS. The IPVS table, just as happens with interface aliases, will
only be enabled in the active director, which is the only one to act as a load balancer.
For penguin-mom as active node:
IP Virtual Server version 1.0.9 (size=4096)
Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port
Forward Weight
TCP 10.142.85.64:www rr
-> penguin2:www
Masq
1
-> penguin1:www
Masq
1
TCP 10.142.85.64:ftp rr persistent 600
-> penguin2:ftp
Masq
1
-> penguin1:ftp
Masq
1

ActiveConn InActConn
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

As we could expect according to the ldirectord.cf configuration file, the table displays
two services configured and that can be forwarded to both real-servers with equal
priority. Meaning of each field was explained at - 8.3 -.
 System Log (syslog file)
If not configured in any other way, heartbeat output will be written at the syslog
system log file placed at /var/log. When a director boots in active mode, IPVS and
heartbeat loading is shown as syslog:
1
2
3
4
5
6

penguin-mom kernel: IPVS: Connection hash table configured
(size=4096, memory=32Kbytes)
penguin-mom kernel: IPVS: ipvs loaded.
penguin-mom kernel: ip_tables: (C) 2000-2002 Netfilter core team
penguin-mom heartbeat[236]: info: Configuration validated.
Starting heartbeat 1.0.4
penguin-mom heartbeat[237]: info: Starting serial heartbeat on tty
/dev/ttyS0 (9600 baud)
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local status now set to: 'up'
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penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: debug: Setting repeating timer for 100
ms
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: WARN: node penguin-dad: is dead
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Resources being acquired from
penguin-dad.
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local status now set to:
'active'
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: mach_down takeover complete for node
penguin-dad.
penguin-mom heartbeat[271]: info: Resource acquisition completed.
penguin-mom heartbeat: received ip-request-resp
IPaddr::192.168.0.64/24/eth0 OK yes
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Acquiring resource group: penguin-mom
IPaddr::192.168.0.64/24/eth0 IPaddr::10.142.85.64/25/eth1
ldirectord::ldirectord.cf
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Running /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
192.168.0.64/24/eth0 start
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: /sbin/ifconfig eth0:0 192.168.0.64
netmask 255.255.255.0^Ibroadcast 192.168.0.255
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Sending Gratuitous Arp for
192.168.0.64 on eth0:0 [eth0]
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0001020EAE21 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Running /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
10.142.85.64/25/eth1 start
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: /sbin/ifconfig eth1:0 10.142.85.64
netmask 255.255.255.128^Ibroadcast 10.142.85.127
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Sending Gratuitous Arp for
10.142.85.64 on eth1:0 [eth1]
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0000E21AB0D9 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: info: Running
/etc/ha.d/resource.d/ldirectord ldirectord.cf start
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0001020EAE21 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0000E21AB0D9 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom ldirectord[545]: Starting Linux Director v1.62.2.11 as
daemon
penguin-mom kernel: IPVS: [rr] scheduler registered.
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added virtual server: 10.142.85.64:80
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added virtual server: 10.142.85.64:21
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added real server: 192.168.0.1:80 (0
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added real server: 192.168.0.2:80 (1
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added real server: 192.168.0.1:21 (0
x 10.142.85.64:21) (Weight set to 1)
penguin-mom ldirectord[557]: Added real server: 192.168.0.2:21 (1
x 10.142.85.64:21) (Weight set to 1)
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0001020EAE21 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0000E21AB0D9 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0001020EAE21 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0000E21AB0D9 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0001020EAE21 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
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39 penguin-mom heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0000E21AB0D9 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
40 penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local Resource acquisition
completed

Only relevant lines are displayed. Special interest at:
Line 8: Penguin-mom was started in this example when secondary node
penguin-dad remained disconnected. Heartbeat detects this and shows at boot
time.
Lines 13-15, 19: Haresources file is read.
Line 17: For each virtual interface, 5 gratuitous ARP request are broadcasted
(lines 18,22,24,25, 34-39)
Line 23: Ldirectord is started by heartbeat.
Line 24: Kernel module for Round Robin Scheduling is registered.
Lines 28-33: Ldirectord adds services to the IPVS table.

9.5.1 Real-server’s failure test
Scenario: A real-server fails to offer the service configured, either because a server
software failure, machine malfunction or upgrade time.
Expected response: Ldirectord monitor at active load balancer should detect service
crash and change IPVS table so no client request will be forwarded to the detected
faulty node.
Simulation: A service failure can be simulated through different ways, such as service
stopping, network link unplugging or machine shut-down. To offer a total machine
crash simulation, a hot server shut-down was provoked at penguin1.
 Syslog
penguin-mom ldirectord[548]: Quiescent real server: 192.168.0.1:80 (2
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 0)
penguin-mom ldirectord[548]: Quiescent real server: 192.168.0.1:21 (2
x 10.142.85.64:21) (Weight set to 0)
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 IPVS table
IP Virtual Server version 1.0.9 (size=4096)
Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port
Forward Weight
TCP 10.142.85.64:www rr
-> penguin2:www
Masq
1
-> penguin1:www
Masq
0
TCP 10.142.85.64:ftp rr persistent 600
-> penguin2:ftp
Masq
1
-> penguin1:ftp
Masq
0

ActiveConn InActConn
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

As it can be observed, detected faulty services priorities are set to 0, which in practice
has the same effect of removing their entries. This is done for the sake of clarity as the
real-server which crashed is expected to come up again, since in case of a permanent
withdrawal, and update of the configuration files should be done.
On penguin1 services recover:
 Syslog
penguin-mom ldirectord[548]: Restored real server: 192.168.0.1:21 (1
x 10.142.85.64:21) (Weight set to 1)
penguin-mom ldirectord[548]: Restored real server: 192.168.0.1:80 (1
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)

 IPVS table
IP Virtual Server version 1.0.9 (size=4096)
Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port
Forward Weight
TCP 10.142.85.64:www rr
-> penguin2:www
Masq
1
-> penguin1:www
Masq
1
TCP 10.142.85.64:ftp rr persistent 600
-> penguin2:ftp
Masq
1
-> penguin1:ftp
Masq
1

ActiveConn InActConn
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Consequently, real-server handling is done properly, detecting any service collapse
and making appropriate configuration changes.
Real-server failure should be transparent to clients, as faulty servers will be excluded
for new connections. However, as exposed in section - 8.6.4 -, some problems could
appear with stateful connections, although possible solutions are described.
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9.5.2 Director’s failure test
Scenario: Active director crashes, at least enough to not to send periodically
heartbeat packets. In a production environment, suitable measures, such as link
replication, should be taken to make sure that a heartbeat stop would mean a machine
incapability to act properly as a load balancer.
Expected response: Heartbeat daemon at passive node detects that primary node is
down. Migration of services is undertaken, including interface configuration and
IPVS table population. When takeover process ends, back-up director becomes active
load balancer, and is able to offer exactly the same functionality as primary node was
doing before its failover.
Simulation: Heartbeat manual shutdown should be enough for a director’s failure
simulation. However, a total disconnection of active node is done since is considered
to be closer to a real failure. Current active node is penguin-mom. Reports taken at
penguin-dad:
 Syslog
41 penguin-dad heartbeat[257]: WARN: node penguin-mom: is dead
42 penguin-dad heartbeat[257]: WARN: No STONITH device configured.
43 penguin-dad heartbeat[257]: info: Resources being acquired from
penguin-mom.
44 penguin-dad heartbeat[257]: info: Link penguin-mom:/dev/ttyS0
dead.
45 penguin-dad heartbeat[2774]: info: Resource acquisition completed.
46 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Taking over resource group
IPaddr::192.168.0.64/24/eth0
47 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Acquiring resource group: penguin-mom
IPaddr::192.168.0.64/24/eth0 IPaddr::10.142.85.64/25/eth1
ldirectord::ldirectord.cf
48 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Running /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
192.168.0.64/24/eth0 start
49 penguin-dad heartbeat: debug: Starting /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
192.168.0.64/24/eth0 start
50 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: /sbin/ifconfig eth0:0 192.168.0.64
netmask 255.255.255.0^Ibroadcast 192.168.0.255
51 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Sending Gratuitous Arp for
192.168.0.64 on eth0:0 [eth0]
52 penguin-dad heartbeat: debug: /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
192.168.0.64/24/eth0 start done. RC=0
53 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0050BA1E7DF6 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
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54 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Running /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
10.142.85.64/25/eth1 start
55 penguin-dad heartbeat: debug: Starting /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
10.142.85.64/25/eth1 start
56 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: /sbin/ifconfig eth1:0 10.142.85.64
netmask 255.255.255.128^Ibroadcast 10.142.85.127
57 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Sending Gratuitous Arp for
10.142.85.64 on eth1:0 [eth1]
58 penguin-dad heartbeat: debug: /etc/ha.d/resource.d/IPaddr
10.142.85.64/25/eth1 start done. RC=0
59 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0004E208E332 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
60 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: Running
/etc/ha.d/resource.d/ldirectord ldirectord.cf start
61 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0050BA1E7DF6 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
62 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0004E208E332 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
63 penguin-dad ldirectord[3012]: Starting Linux Director v1.62.2.11
as daemon
64 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: /usr/lib/heartbeat/mach_down:
nice_failback: acquiring foreign resources
65 penguin-dad heartbeat[257]: info: mach_down takeover complete.
66 penguin-dad heartbeat: info: mach_down takeover complete for node
penguin-mom.
67 penguin-dad kernel: IPVS: [rr] scheduler registered.
68 penguin-dad ldirectord[3024]: Added virtual server:
10.142.85.64:80
69 penguin-dad ldirectord[3024]: Added real server: 192.168.0.1:80 (0
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)
70 penguin-dad ldirectord[3024]: Added real server: 192.168.0.2:80 (1
x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)
71 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0050BA1E7DF6 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
72 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0004E208E332 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
73 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0050BA1E7DF6 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
74 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0004E208E332 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff
75 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth0
192.168.0.64 0050BA1E7DF6 192.168.0.64 ffffffffffff
76 penguin-dad heartbeat: /usr/lib/heartbeat/send_arp eth1
10.142.85.64 0004E208E332 10.142.85.64 ffffffffffff

 IPVS table (before takeover)
IP Virtual Server version 1.0.9 (size=4096)
Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port
Forward Weight ActiveConn InActConn

 IPVS table (after takeover)
IP Virtual Server version 1.0.9 (size=4096)
Prot LocalAddress:Port Scheduler Flags
-> RemoteAddress:Port
Forward Weight ActiveConn InActConn
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10.142.85.64:www rr
penguin2:www
Masq
penguin1:www
Masq
10.142.85.64:ftp rr persistent 600
penguin2:ftp
Masq
penguin1:ftp
Masq

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

 Interface configuration (before takeover)
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet

HWaddr 00:50:BA:1E:7D:F6

inet addr:192.168.0.253

Bcast:192.168.0.255

Mask:255.255.255.0

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:151 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:10841 (10.5 KiB) TX bytes:0 (0.0 b)
Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8400

eth1

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.142.85.63

HWaddr 00:04:E2:08:E3:32
Bcast:10.255.255.255

Mask:255.255.255.128

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:790 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:1273 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:3 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:70140 (68.4 KiB) TX bytes:153810 (150.2 KiB)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0x8800

 Interface configuration (after takeover)
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:192.168.0.253

HWaddr 00:50:BA:1E:7D:F6
Bcast:192.168.0.255

Mask:255.255.255.0

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:151 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:10841 (10.5 KiB) TX bytes:0 (0.0 b)
Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8400
eth0:0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:192.168.0.64

HWaddr 00:50:BA:1E:7D:F6
Bcast:192.168.0.255

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500
Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8400
eth1

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.142.85.63

Mask:255.255.255.0

Metric:1

HWaddr 00:04:E2:08:E3:32
Bcast:10.255.255.255

Mask:255.255.255.128

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:790 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:1273 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:3 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:70140 (68.4 KiB) TX bytes:153810 (150.2 KiB)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0x8800
eth1:0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.142.85.64

HWaddr 00:04:E2:08:E3:32
Bcast:10.142.85.127

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500
Interrupt:5 Base address:0x8800

Mask:255.255.255.128

Metric:1
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Consequently, director failure handling is done properly. Heartbeat daemon at
penguin-dad detects the stop in heartbeat packets from penguin-mom and undertakes
a migration of resources, which includes, not only the activation of the monitoring
tools (ldirectord), but also the sending of gratuitous ARP requests to the network, the
interface alias configuration and the population of the IPVS table.
Special mention about line 2 of the syslog output, where a device called STONITH is
named. STONITH (Shot The Other Node In The Head) are special hardware devices
out of the normal cluster architecture. The function of these devices is to power off or
reset the faulty node before the back-up node becomes active. STONITH hardware is
specially designed for those High Availability environments where a shared storage
exists and that can be written by both, the primary and the back-up nodes. Its
motivation appears thinking about a situation in which both nodes would think the
other node is dead and would try to write at the same time in the same storage device,
which would for sure be a disaster for the data integrity as there is not any
concurrency control. Also it can be useful to reset a faulty node since this eventually
could revive it.
When penguin-mom is booted again, resources won’t migrate back since the
nice_failback parameter was set to “on” in the ha.cf configuration file (see - 9.4.2 -).
However, current active node will detect that heartbeat packets are being sent again
by penguin-mom:
 Syslog (penguin-dad)
penguin-dad heartbeat[257]:
mom
penguin-dad heartbeat[257]:
penguin-dad heartbeat[257]:
status up
penguin-dad heartbeat[257]:
status active
penguin-dad heartbeat[257]:
completed.

info: Heartbeat restart on node penguininfo: Link penguin-mom:/dev/ttyS0 up.
info: Status update for node penguin-mom:
info: Status update for node penguin-mom:
info: remote resource transition

At penguin-mom, which is actually configured to be the primary node, is detected that
penguin-dad is up acting as a load balancer. As nice_failback is “on”, no migrationback is done:
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 Syslog (penguin-mom)
penguin-mom kernel: IPVS: ipvs loaded.
penguin-mom kernel: ip_tables: (C) 2000-2002 Netfilter core team
penguin-mom kernel: ip_conntrack version 2.1 (1024 buckets, 8192 max)
- 292 bytes per conntrack
penguin-mom heartbeat[236]: info: Configuration validated. Starting
heartbeat 1.0.4
penguin-mom heartbeat[236]: info: nice_failback is in effect.
penguin-mom heartbeat[237]: info: Starting serial heartbeat on tty
/dev/ttyS0 (9600 baud)
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local status now set to: 'up'
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local status now set to: 'active'
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Link penguin-dad:/dev/ttyS0 up.
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Status update for node penguin-dad:
status active
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: remote resource transition
completed.
penguin-mom heartbeat[253]: info: Local Resource acquisition
completed. (none)

Penguin-dad will remain as active node until it crashes, when an identical takeover
process will happen in the opposite direction.
Takeover process between directors is transparent to real-servers and to clients. Realservers will keep on responding requests to the same RIP, while clients will do the
same with the VIP. However, as exposed in section - 8.6.4 -, some problems with
existing persistent connection could appear, although possible solutions are described.

9.5.3 Persistence Test
Certain services, such as FTP, where command information is sent by one port (21)
and bulk data is sent by a different one (normally 20), need that the connection
between clients and real-servers remain persistent. This is specially true in passive
FTP, where is the server the one who specifies the port to be used for transferring
data. In LVS-NAT there is no problem about that, because the answers to the clients
with the chosen port are sent back through the director, in which masquerading
features6 will get track of the number for next connections. But in LVS-TUN and
LVS-DR, where the responses of servers do not go through the load balancer, there is
no way for the masquerading software to make connections persistent for real-servers.
6

This functionality is implemented by ip_masq_ftp module for kernels 2.2 and older, and is included
directly in kernel 2.4 and newer.
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Is in this framework, together with SSL connections, where persistence functionality
reaches its full meaning.
LVS implements Persistent Port Connection as exposed in - 8.5 -, and, thanks to the
ip_vs_ftp module, is also able to distinguish between different service connections for
the same client.
Although in LVS-NAT is not needed a persistence implementation for FTP, it has
been done for testing purposes. Following lines present a situation which shows the
persistence per service and source as exposed before:
penguin-mom:~# ipvsadm -lnc
IPVS connection entries
pro expire
state
source
TCP 00:07.56 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.35:34043
TCP 00:01.11 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47358
TCP 00:01.12 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47361
TCP 00:01.11 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47363
TCP 00:06.09 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4595
TCP 00:06.31 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4596
TCP 00:08.35 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4680

virtual
10.142.85.64:21
10.142.85.64:80
10.142.85.64:80
10.142.85.64:80
10.142.85.64:21
10.142.85.64:21
10.142.85.64:21

destination
192.168.0.1:21
192.168.0.2:80
192.168.0.1:80
192.168.0.2:80
192.168.0.2:21
192.168.0.2:21
192.168.0.2:21

As it can be distinguished, all FTP request from the same client are forwarded to the
same real-server, while other request to other services from the same client are sent
also to other real-servers. Moreover, different client’s requests to FTP services are
also persistent independent, and can be stack to any other real-server. Perhaps a non
numeric list might be clearer:
penguin-mom:~# ipvsadm -lc
IPVS connection entries
pro expire
state
source
TCP 00:07.56 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.35:34043
TCP 00:01.11 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47358
TCP 00:01.12 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47361
TCP 00:01.11 TIME_WAIT
10.142.74.183:47363
TCP 00:06.09 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4595
TCP 00:06.31 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4596
TCP 00:08.35 ESTABLISHED 10.142.85.58:4680

virtual
10.142.85.64:ftp
10.142.85.64:http
10.142.85.64:http
10.142.85.64:http
10.142.85.64:ftp
10.142.85.64:ftp
10.142.85.64:ftp

destination
penguin1:ftp
penguin2:http
penguin1:http
penguin2:http
penguin2:ftp
penguin2:ftp
penguin2:ftp
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10. Load Balancing: LVS Conclusions
10.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL
From a production environment point of view, the model employed for the LVS
implemented sample is clearly limited in some aspects. Maybe the most important one
might be the storage. In our cluster, storage is not shared among nodes as it was
considered too complex for a test sample. However, in frameworks where clustered
data is complex and mainly, in those where this data is updated regularly, a shared
storage tier is definitely a must.
Another aspects to develop might be a higher consideration in persistence, such as an
implementation of firewall marks. SSL web applications are getting a higher
importance and this should be considered for a production environment.
About the High Availability, another must should be a replication on heartbeat packet
transport media to assure fault tolerance and avoid single points of failure.
Synchronization of IPVS tables should also be considered for implementation if our
servers are going to receive a high number of requests.
Finally, the election of LVS-NAT as forwarding technique is not the most appropriate
for high loads or big number of nodes, although is also true that saves a number o
problems that appear with LVS-TUN or LVS-DR.

10.2 CONCLUSION
Despite these “buts” to the model, I consider that the project developed is complete
enough to be considered as a valid start-point for a more complex reality. Module
nature of storage, persistence and heartbeat considerations make it possible to be
added to existence implementation with little modifications. For a forwarding
technique change, although is true that a topology modification is needed, main
considerations of LVS structure are not modified. All this makes, in the end, that the
achieved sample can be considered flexible and ready for a deeper implementation.
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side from those who aim to build an LVS cluster for study or even divertimento
reasons, a company decision to build its web service on a LVS cluster or

traditional single-server might turn out as significantly important. Many theoretical
reasons have been exposed in this document about why a cluster, and specifically, an
LVS implementation could be a good idea for a production environment, but… to
which extent?
An LVS cluster is though as an alternative to single-server solution and hardware
specific mainframes. Although is true that there are not specifications about which
kind of machines or OS the real-servers have to hold, I would dare to state that
developers idea was to make a cluster from COTS hardware. The idea which took me
to undertake a thesis with this topic was to prove myself (and others) that clustered
old hardware running a Linux OS could substitute more powerful machines. This
initiative goes beyond a COTS hardware, and pretends to make good use of old
machinery to satisfy really tighten budgets.
I haven’t wanted to assume this research as finished without a brief comparison
between an LVS cluster and a single-server solution. This initiative pretends to help to
forge an idea about to which extent theoretically equivalent configurations are also
equivalent in practice. For this purpose, tools and results of tests are exposed, first to
find equivalent systems to compare, and second to stress those systems to find out if
they behave in reality as equivalent as theoretical results advocate.
Bibliographical references the reader can revise about the development of - Part 3 - are the following:
[1] - [3], [20] - [24] , [41], [43], [44]
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11. Initial out-of-the-cluster analysis

A

s it was mentioned before, the idea of this part is to know to which extent

theoretically equivalent configurations are also equivalent in practice. Testing

goals have been set to a web service, but to test two correspondent systems, first we
need to know if they are reasonably alike. In computing and web services, general
computer performance can be considered as an outlook of how the machine is going
to behave under stress conditions. Moreover, same performance measurements in
different computers can produce results that, although won’t maybe give an accurate
idea about how powerful the machine is, will definitely serve as comparable figures to
know how alike two systems are.

11.1 TOOLS AND RESULTS
Unixbrench is a benchmark created by the BYTE magazine in later 80s for Unix
systems. Its development and improvement has continued along almost 10 years, and
last version 4.1, released on 1997, comes with more that 30 tests, such as arithmetic,
file system throughput or process creation. Moreover, Unixbrench results produce an
index of marks with main tests, providing a final score value that makes results of the
benchmark easily comparable amongst computers.
Unixbrench appears then as a perfect candidate for the purpose of our theoretical
enquiry. Unixbrench RPM package can be found easily on the Internet, and a
convenient touch with the alien command will convert it to a DEB package applicable
to the Debian distribution held by our machines. First, we measure the performance of
our real-servers:
penguin1:~# Unixbrench
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 Unixbench results (penguin1)
INDEX VALUES
TEST

BASELINE

RESULT

INDEX

Arithmetic Test (type = double)
Dhrystone 2 using register variables
Execl Throughput
File Copy 1024 bufsize 2000 maxblocks
File Copy 256 bufsize 500 maxblocks
File Copy 4096 bufsize 8000 maxblocks
Pipe Throughput
Pipe-based Context Switching
Process Creation
Shell Scripts (8 concurrent)
System Call Overhead

29820.0
116700.0
43.0
3960.0
1655.0
5800.0
12440.0
4000.0
126.0
6.0
15000.0

33085.6
366841.3
210.6
36746.0
19895.0
46716.0
164833.0
51128.9
845.6
53.0
173738.5

11.1
31.4
49.0
92.8
120.2
80.5
132.5
127.8
67.1
88.3
115.8
=========
69.4

TEST

BASELINE

RESULT

INDEX

Arithmetic Test (type = double)
Dhrystone 2 using register variables
Execl Throughput
File Copy 1024 bufsize 2000 maxblocks
File Copy 256 bufsize 500 maxblocks
File Copy 4096 bufsize 8000 maxblocks
Pipe Throughput
Pipe-based Context Switching
Process Creation
Shell Scripts (8 concurrent)
System Call Overhead

29820.0
116700.0
43.0
3960.0
1655.0
5800.0
12440.0
4000.0
126.0
6.0
15000.0

27390.1
304651.3
192.4
32063.0
17038.0
41260.0
136371.2
43390.2
811.7
47.0
144483.3

9.2
26.1
44.7
81.0
102.9
71.1
109.6
108.5
64.4
78.3
96.3
=========
60.1

FINAL SCORE

 Unixbench results (penguin2)
INDEX VALUES

FINAL SCORE

Many results are showed, all of them related to certain computer performance test,
and all of them producing an index value as a summary of the behaviour o the
computer where the test was run. Finally, and fortunately for the purpose of our
comparison, a Final Score value is provided as an abstraction of overall computer
results. The higher the value, the better result (the better performance) the machine
obtains. We will take only to this value for later comparisons.
The idea is to find a single machine whose results could be equivalent to the sum of
all real-servers. Might not be an accurate way of equivalence, but good enough for the
purpose of this empirical study. After some tries, running Unixbrench benchmark on
Penguin-dad produces the following results:
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 Unixbench results (penguin-dad)
INDEX VALUES
TEST

BASELINE

RESULT

INDEX

Arithmetic Test (type = double)
Dhrystone 2 using register variables
Execl Throughput
File Copy 1024 bufsize 2000 maxblocks
File Copy 256 bufsize 500 maxblocks
File Copy 4096 bufsize 8000 maxblocks
Pipe Throughput
Pipe-based Context Switching
Process Creation
Shell Scripts (8 concurrent)
System Call Overhead

29820.0
116700.0
43.0
3960.0
1655.0
5800.0
12440.0
4000.0
126.0
6.0
15000.0

92771.2
764868.8
531.7
69345.0
33335.0
96710.0
189494.5
96733.3
2435.0
125.0
183065.9

31.1
65.5
123.7
175.1
201.4
166.7
152.3
241.8
193.3
208.3
122.0
=========
134.9

FINAL SCORE

Summing real-server’s final score we get an total score of 129.5, quite close to the
134.9 that final score on penguin-dad produces. Assuming the intrinsic inaccuracy of
our measurements, we will consider both systems equivalent enough for a next level
testing: web server stress test.

12. In-cluster Analysis: Web Server Stress Test

O

nce found two supposedly equivalent systems, is time for a test under real
conditions, this is it, submitting the systems to a load, simulating clients

requests. For real-servers from the LVS cluster, we should obviously leave them
inside the cluster, and for the computer that will act as a single-server, penguin-dad,
we should create the conditions of an standalone server.
Of both services the LVS cluster has been configured to offer, the Web Service
appears as the best choice, not only because its classical service condition, but also
because its ease to test and the number of existing tools to do so.

12.1 TOOLS
A great number of tools for stressing Web Servers and simulate client request can be
found on the market, most of them aiming to test, not only the servers themselves, but
also the code of the Web pages stored in them. Stressing software exist for varied
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platforms and encoded in different programming languages. Special mention to Java
based software, such as JMeter [43], whose platform-independent condition makes it
really interesting.
After carefully checking different options and the possibilities available client
resources offered, a tool called siege appeared as the best option. Siege [41] is a
simple but powerful software available for most Linux distribution. As the manual
page says:
Siege is an http regression testing and benchmarking utility. It was
designed to let web developers measure the performance of their code
under duress, to see how it will stand up to load on the internet. It lets
the user hit a web server with a configurable number of concurrent
simulated users. Those users place the Web Server "under siege."
Siege reads its configuration from a file called .siegerc. Although the command siege
accepts also parameters which would override it configuration file, it should be a
good idea to configure it through that file and simply call the command without
parameters. This is specially useful when several machines are going to be used with
the same configuration to stress the server. In short:
penguin1:~# siege
For our test, two client machines where used to stress the server, both of them
simulating 500 users throughout 5 minutes. When those 5 minutes are over, siege
software outputs a report with some statistics, such as availability, throughput or
response time. These statistics, representing the behaviour of the server system to an
stress extreme situation, have been the key to discern how equivalent both systems
are.
Apart form the siege statistics, it has been considered interesting some figures about
real-time load of the servers while the test was on process. To achieve this, a software
called sar has been used. Sar is part of the sysstat package, also available for most
Linux distributions. Sar writes to standard output (by default) the specified system
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activity parameters, such as CPU use, paging, queues or I/O. For our test, only CPU
use and network statistics where considered.
Sar software outputs demanded system activity at an specified interval. In our case,
statistics were required each 5 seconds, generating around 60 outputs throughout the 5
minutes of siege run. These list of results can be easily organized for a graphical
treatment. Standard plotting tool GNUplot was used for this purpose.
Before showing the results, there is a detail to take in account. The network hub used
to connect servers and client, due to a resource restriction problem, is not isolated
from the rest of the network of the office where the LVS has been built and tested.
This means an unpredictable network load (due to hub nature) impossible to
determine. For this reason, results might be not accurate and conclusions should be
taken with prudence. However, residual load should be minimal compared with siege
traffic.

12.2 SINGLE-SERVER TEST
As said before, the machine used as a single-server for compare with the LVS was
penguin-dad. A simple apt command is needed for the Apache Web Server
installation, the same way we did on LVS real-servers (- 9.4.3 -)
Siege results produced by a simultaneous stress on penguin-dad are the following:

Transactions (hits):
Availability (%):
Elapsed time (seconds):
Data transferred (bytes):
Response time (seconds):
Transaction rate (trans/sec):
Throughput (bytes/sec):
Concurrency:
Successful transactions:
Failed transactions:

Client 1

Client 2

58766
98.20
300.44
241528260
1.68
195.60
803915.12
328.96
58766
1075

55347
97.71
300.66
227476170
1.67
184.09
756589.39
306.56
55347
1295

Table 2: Single-Server Stressing Test results
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Total transactions:
Average availability:
Total data transferred:
Average response time:
Total transaction rate:
Total throughput:
Total concurrency:
Total successful transactions:
Total failed transactions:

114113 hits
98 %
447.3 Megabytes
1.68 seconds
379.69 trans/sec
1.49 Megabytes/sec
635.5
114113
2370

List above shows total figures obtained from the combination of results form both
machines running siege software. Meaning of variables are the following:
-

Total transactions: Number of attended requests performed by the client. Is
measured in hits, and is equivalent to the number of successful transactions
done by the simulation machine.

-

Elapsed time: Number of seconds taken by the test. This is measured from
the time the user invokes siege until the last simulated user completes its
transactions. Our test was set to 5 minutes, that is, 300 seconds

-

Data transferred: The sum of data transferred to every siege simulated user.
It includes the header information as well as content.

-

Response time: The average time it took to respond to each simulated user's
requests.

-

Transaction rate: The average number of transactions the server was able to
handle per second, that is, transactions divided by elapsed time.

-

Throughput: The average number of bytes transferred every second from the
server to all the simulated users.

-

Concurrency: The average number of simultaneous connections.

-

Successful transactions: Number of time that the server responded with a
return code smaller than 400.

-

Failed transactions: Number of time that the server responded with a return
code higher or equal to 400.

-

Availability: Percentage that shows a comparison between attempted
transactions and the number of them that failed. The highest the value is, the
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more transactions where successful. This was, availability appears a good
value to compare with other results.
As it can be observed in the results, number of simulated simultaneous clients (a total
of 1000) is enough to produce some failed transaction due to requests time-out. That
is, server stressed is enough overloaded to be unable to attend every single request on
a reasonable time. Nevertheless, number of failed transaction is very low compared
with successful ones, achieving an average availability of almost a 98%.
To compare results to what is really happening on penguin-dad, following its CPU
graph is presented:

Graph 1: CPU use penguin-dad

Graphs show CPU use, holding time values on the X axis and percentage of processor
idle (red), system (blue) and user (green) use on Y axis. Time numbering refers to the
specific minutes when sar was executed, along the 5 minutes the test took.
At this point, relatively low CPU use clashing a 2% of failed transactions could make
us wonder what is happening. First of all, is important to realise that such a heavy
load on a web server is not normal: requested web site is a simple html page which
produces no additional computer load (such JSP or CGI could create), what favours
fast creation of web server processes in a continuous request stream. For this reasons,
is easy to get socket timeouts due to server software itself and not average computer
load. However, is this kind of timeout the responsible of the whole 2% of failures? A
closer look to the server will give us a negative answer.
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If we remember the installation process of computer kernels of the cluster, we used
Ultra Monkey kernel image for all of them - 9.4.1 -. This kernel image has support,
not only for IPVS, but also for Netfilter functionality, all of them compiled as
modules7. Although versions compiled for 586 and 686 architecture were available,
all computers, included real-servers (which don’t need neither IPVS nor Netfilter
functionality) where equipped with these kernels. Moreover, in current test, penguindad, which is not behaving now as a load balancer, also don’t need mentioned
functionality. Are Netfilter or IPVS modules penalizing server performance? Answer
is yes. NAT mechanism in the kernel uses a tracking connection table called
ip_conntrack. This table provides a maximum number of entries for incoming
connections if Netfilter functionality is enabled, no matter if forwarding rules are
finally applied for those connections or not. Due to enormous connection load siege
software is producing, table is quickly filled, producing packet dropping for
connections that can’t be fitted in the crowded table. Those connection won’t ever be
served, no matter if the CPU is half of its capacity or not.
To assure a clean kernel which will save us from all this kind of problems, the best
option is to compile a kernel from scratch to start-up with it when needed. To keep on
with previous kernel version, standard kernel 2.4.20 was used, compiling it without
Netfilter or IPVS functionality. For information on kernel compilation and other
Linux documentation, please refer to [45].
Kernel change and awareness of socket timeout importance was used to revise siege
configuration before undertaking the new test. Siege provides the possibility to
change the timeout value for socket connections. Due to the heavy load, is a good
idea to establish a reasonable value. We used 60 seconds.8.

7

To list existing modules use the command lsmod
Before taking the determination to change timeout values, test was repeated with new kernel but
without any other additional change. Dramatic decrease of transaction failures up to 80% made clear
that ip_conntrack table was responsible of a big part of the failures. However, it was considered to take
new tests with also these modified values, the same way it will be done with LVS in a future test, to
provide optimum conditions taking in account observations in first test.
8
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New test results in penguin-dad with new environment are the following:

Transactions (hits):
Availability (%):
Elapsed time (seconds):
Data transferred (bytes):
Response time (seconds):
Transaction rate (trans/sec):
Throughput (bytes/sec):
Concurrency:
Successful transactions:
Failed transactions:

Client 1

Client 2

95322
99.93
299.95
393012606
1.24
317.79
1310260.34
395.03
95322
67

92156
99.99
299.88
379959188
1.28
307.31
1267037.42
392.39
92156
10

Table 3: Modified Single-Server Stressing Test results

-

Total transactions:
Average availability:
Total data transferred:
Average response time:
Total transaction rate:
Total throughput:
Total concurrency:
Total successful transactions:
Total failed transactions:

187478 hits
99.96 %
737.16 Megabytes
1.26 seconds
625.1 trans/sec
2.46 Megabytes/sec
787.42
187478
77

At a first sight, new results reduce dramatically failed transactions, increasing
availability almost up to 100% percent. This is because former dropped packet
because of the ip_conntack problem are now processed. But this not only reduces
failed transactions, but increases number of hits, reduces response time and boost the
number of transactions processed per second. Performance increase affects, in the
end, to the availability of the server, brushing, as commented previously, the 100%.
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New CPU use graph for penguin-dad is the following:

Graph 2: Modified CPU use, penguin-dad

Clearly situation has changed. While peaks of CPU idleness reached 60%
continuously on the first test, current graph shows a peak of 50%, while most of time
never reaches even 30%. Anyhow, this results are logical; if more connections are
processed per second, CPU use has to increase. With the new kernel we assure that
failed transactions are not due to extra-server conditions that are not related with
server functionality. Peaks on CPU use are probably due to the way server software
(Apache) handles the creation of new processes to attend the huge number of
incoming requests and other related work. Maybe next graph showing process queue
length might help to clear this point:

Graph 3: Process queue length, penguin-dad

Graphs show process queue length, holding time values on the X axis and number of
processes on Y axis. Analogies with user CPU load on previous graph can be
observed, what drives us to think that there is a relation between Apache process
creation (creating server processes in big sets at the same time and causing sudden
process queues) that makes CPU use vary.
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Network use is displayed on next graph:

Graph 4: Network load, penguin-dad

Graph shows network use on eth0 interface of penguin-dad, holding time values on
its X axis, whereas received (red) and transmitted (green) packets-per-second
measured on it Y axis. No significant variations are observed along test duration,
which, at least, tells us that CPU use peaks are not related to network activity.

12.3 LVS TEST
Siege results produced by a simultaneous stress on current LVS cluster (with
modified time values) are the following:

Transactions (hits):
Availability (%):
Elapsed time (seconds):
Data transferred (bytes):
Response time (seconds):
Transaction rate (trans/sec):
Throughput (bytes/sec):
Concurrency:
Successful transactions:
Failed transactions:

Client 1

Client 2

103099
99.97
299.88
425077177
1.10
343.80
1417490.90
377.45
103099
35

85057
99.91
300.60
350690011
1.34
282.96
1166633.41
380.33
85057
74

Table 4: LVS Stressing Test results
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Total transactions:
Average availability:
Total data transferred:
Average response time:
Total transaction rate:
Total throughput:
Total concurrency:
Total successful transactions:
Total failed transactions:

188156 hits
99.94 %
739.82 Megabytes
1.22 seconds
626.76 trans/sec
2.46 Megabytes/sec
757.8
188156
109

Comparing with penguin-dad results, LVS figures draw a very similar behaviour and
performance than our single server. Number of hits made by both clients are slightly
higher than before, although also average response time decreases, what makes
number of processed transactions per second stay basically the same. Amount of
failed transactions is also a bit higher, what makes average availability decrease in an
insignificant 0.02 %
Following, CPU use for both real-servers:

Graph 5: CPU use, penguin1

Graph 6: CPU use, penguin2
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As in penguin-dad, graphs show CPU use, holding time values on the X axis and
percentage of processor idle (red), system (blue) and user (green) use on Y axis. As it
is observed, CPU use of both real-servers is basically always 100% (0% idle), but in
penguin2, that presents isolated peaks of CPU inactivity. These peaks are most likely
due to Apache process creation as we saw in previous section. Also the fact that
pwnguin1 is a more powerful computer (almost 10 points over penguin2 in
Unixbench results - 11.1 -) and that ipvsadm is configured as a simple Round-Robin,
makes logical that CPU load on penguin1 appears a bit lower than penguin2.
About Network graphs:

Graph 7: Network load, penguin1

Graph 8: Network load, penguin1

Also as in penguin-dad, graph shows network use on eth0 interface of penguin-dad,
holding time values on its X axis, whereas received (red) and transmitted (green)
packets-per-second measured on it Y axis. Nothing special to catch our attention, but
maybe the difference in number of packets received and transmitted per second. This
is probably due to several reasons, all of them related with NAT and LVS nature,
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such as ARP request or communication between the high availability software on the
load balancer and the real-servers.
Penguin-mom CPU and network graphs are the following:

Graph 9: CPU use, penguin-mom

Graph 10: Network load, penguin-mom

Graph 10 shows us that CPU activity on penguin-mom is definitely not a problem for
our 2 real-servers cluster, as its load barely exceeds 40%. About its network use,
again private interface eth0 processes more traffic than public interface eth1 as
exposed before. Although evident, still curious, is observed how every single request
and reply is exchanged between the public and the private interface, carrying out the
director this way its routing function. Every request received by from the clients (blue
colour) is routed to the real-servers (green colour), and every packet received from
real-servers (red colour) is transmitted to the clients (purple colour).
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So far performance form LVS and a single-server solution appears to be the same
without any special setback. However, a look to the syslog file on penguin-mom will
revel something important:
08:56:31 penguin-mom ldirectord[580]: Quiescent real server:
192.168.0.2:80 (2 x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 0)
08:56:33 penguin-mom ldirectord[580]: Restored real server:
192.168.0.2:80 (1 x 10.142.85.64:80) (Weight set to 1)

Why penguin2 has all of sudden been considered down for three seconds? Here we
realise one of the “weak points”, difficult to realise without a test of this kind: As
ldirectord queries to find out if real-servers are working properly go over the same
media as client requests do, should that media and servers be saturated enough to
miss some of client requests, eventually will also miss some of the ldirectord queries.
When ldirecotrd at penguin-mom checks that a request is timed-out, it immediately
supposes that that real-server is (at least) temporally down, and stops sending client
requests. But, of course, also keeps on sending requests that will immediately be
answered by the real-server, which suddenly has found himself released of any client
request. This is a fortuitous problem originated from a extreme overload of the
servers, and due to dynamic nature of LVS, request not sent temporally to the realserver would be forwarded to any other real-server (as the overloaded real-server
would be taken out of the cluster, setting its weigh to 0 by ipvsadm). Peaks are not
represented in our graphs because sar statistics are taken each 5 seconds, and the
problem appears along 3 seconds that luck placed in between sar information
harvests. In any case, is a factor to take in account in constantly saturated systems.
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13. Equivalence & Performance Conclusions

A

t the beginning of - 12.2 - we realised that the decision of implementing the
kernel with LVS and NAT functionality wouldn’t be a good idea on real-

servers or any other machine not taking profit of it. This decision was taken bearing
in mind the possibility to have already prepared machines to act as load balancers, but
the fact that we already have a back-up director makes this measure ill-advised,
mainly for situation with such a high load and not that powerful servers as the one we
simulated.
Once taken the test with the new clean kernels, performance results are almost equal,
varying in a 0.02% of availability as most adequate measure of comparison. Small
differences can be related to several factors, but maybe the first one to remember is
the 4 % difference in Unixbench results in penguin-dad’s favour. Another factors, as
warned in the beginning of this chapter, could be inaccuracies due to shared network,
or even architecture differences between Pentium II (penguin-dad) and Pentium (realservers) microprocessors not correctly reflected (or even compensated with other
values) in the benchmark. What is clear is that such a tight difference can’t be
considered as a reason for standing that a single-server solution is better than an LVS
with equivalent computation power. On the other hand, however, all advantages
coming from a cluster system are missing with a single-server installation, which,
definitely, does not compensate such a small performance improvement.
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ver 100 pages separates these conclusions from the aim declaration on the
introduction of this document. Objectives stood then included theoretical and

practical studies, starting from a general view of clustering world and moving into
some of its concrete branches. Goals comprised specifically the implementation of
one existing solution to apply knowledge acquired throughout the theoretical study,
serving as a key complement for the development of a document useful for a
prospective company analysis on the viability of a production environment
implementation.
Whereas - Part 0 - and - Part 1 - have provided a theoretical overview on clustering
and commercial solutions, Linux Virtual Server Project has been used in - Part 2 - to
give an specific vision on Load Balancing, not only deepening in its concepts and
possibilities, but also analysing a sample implementation in a real cluster of
machines. This way, our objectives of starting a theoretical study drifting in a
practical implementation over modest hardware have been fulfilled. However, is true
that the Load Balancing concept is too wide to be covered completely in a document
like this, and although different variations on its possible implementation were
covered (- 8.2 -), an specific technique was chosen to produce the planed sample (- 9 ). Nevertheless, this fact, as the only way to achieve an specific implementation
useful for wide enough practical conclusions, was also considered in our aim for this
thesis.
Regarding the development of a set of tests for a performance equivalence of our
sample cluster and single-server solutions, - Part 3 - provide an analysis on a set of
tools and results obtained with their application. These tests, its interpretation and
results study, provide, though not a deep break down due to the extension restrictions,
a guideline for those to perform similar analysis and a proof that such a sample
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typology as ours, together with all clustering advantages, could suppose an important
asset for companies needed of massive server resources.

RESULTS
Load Balancing clustering was chosen because its closer relation to service offering
in computer networks. Servers, and specially Web Servers, are growing requested
facilities which can take enormous profit of clustering flexibility and related
advantages. Results from the study made at - 8 - show a mature enough technology to
adapt any required variables, and its implementation in a GNU/Linux environment
assures a great flexibility in adaptation and start up.
Practical implementation of an LVS cluster (- 9 -) displays a software and an structure
easy to understand and put into practice. High availability and scalability modular
solutions exist, able to adjust to different needs without forgetting the freedom that
Free Software (- 3 -) offers.
Regarding the equivalence and performance tests, results graciously corroborate what
was expected. As exposed in - 13 -, availability figures differ in just a 0.02% in
single-server favour, which is not a big enough variation for determinant conclusions.
Moreover, other figures, such as response time and concurrency, favour the cluster
solution, although for high loaded environments lost high availability software
requests could suppose a reduction of performance (- 12.3 - ). But is in such a
situation of equivalence where advantages of clustered set-ups, and specifically of
load balancing, should become a difference. High availability, scalability, flexibility
and security factors (- 4 -) are key assets for production environments offering critical
services and should, in author’s opinion, tip the scales in favour of clustering as the
most advisable approach.
Is hoped that the explanation, study and results of this thesis document would be
useful for any company or organization, and specially for Fujitsu Spain, as a fist step
for an analysis on the viability of a real Server Clustering implementation to potential
clients. Practical view of all the second part of the document has attempted so.
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Personal Conclusions

F

rom a personal point of view, I’m satisfied with the results obtained in this thesis
development. My main aim, exposed also in the introduction, was to achieve a

practical development in the fields I was interested the most at the starting point.
Now, reviewing my work, I see I have elaborated a document based on my
experience in the clustering field with old hardware, using Linux Operating System
and that has an inherent applicable side, which was what I had in mind. Moreover, the
opportunity that Fujitsu has offered me for this purpose, with the possibility of the use
of my study for its own commercial solutions, fulfils more than I expected my
eagerness for a practical goal.
This time of work on clustering has given me the knowledge I was asking about how
to reuse old machines in useful computer farms. Although the chosen implementation
has been Load Balancing, the general view I acquired for the development of parts 0
and 1 has provided me the base for possible future studies, deepening on other
branches of clustering, that I don’t discard.
Although at some points of this document I have felt the need for deepening in some
aspects, task that most of times I couldn’t undertake due to extension restrictions and
time, I can say, in the end, that this study fulfils all my expectations about what my
Master’s Final Thesis should look like. Satisfied and proud of my work, I believe I
can give, at least by now, this job as concluded.
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Bibliographical references the reader can revise about the development of - Short
Definitions - are the following: [29] - [32], [33]

- Applet: An applet is a small program that runs in the context of a larger program on
a client computer. A similar program, but executed in the server-side, is called
servlet.
- ARP (Adress Resolution Protocol): Network layer protocol whose function is to
match IP -logical- addresses (Layer 3) with MAC -physical- addresses (Layer 2).
- Broadcast: Broadcasting is a method for transmitting information to a number of
recipients that belong to a large group. In computer networks, broadcasting is directly
related to broadcast domains, areas of the computer networks made up of all the
computers and networking devices able to be reached by sending a frame to the data
link layer broadcast address.
- Client: In Computing, a client is a system that accesses a (remote) service on
another computer by some kind of network. The client-server model, which groups
those making the requests (clients) and those processing them (servers), is used today
on the Internet, where a user may connect to a service operating on a remote system
- COTS (Commodity Off-The-Shelf): Expression used to refer to software or
hardware products that are ready-made and available for sale to the general public.
- Director (Load Balancer): Machine or device on top of a load balancing cluster,
whose functionality lies in the process of requests to the cluster and the balance of
those requests to its members. On a LVS cluster, the load balancer is a Linux
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machine holding a load balancing software. Additional features of a director could be
a contribution for the high availability and scalability of the cluster.
- DNS (Domain Name System): A general-purpose distributed, replicated, data
query service mainly used on Internet for translating hostnames into Internet
addresses. DNS can be configured to use a sequence of name servers, based on the
domains in the name being looked for, until a match is found. Those servers where
the matchisg is attempted are generally called DNS Servers.
- Firewall: Piece of hardware or software put on the network to prevent some
communications forbidden by the network policy.
- FLOPS (Floating-point Operations Per Second): Meassurement of the number of
fractional operations that a processor can do per second. Taken often as a
performance measuring, is extended by acronyms such as MFLOPS (Mega FLOPS)
and GFLOPS (Giga Flops).
- GUI (Graphical User Interface): A user interface based on graphics (icons,
picture, menus...) instead of plain text.

- Hash table: Data structure implementing an associative array of key

value.

When the value for a given key is required, a hash function computes that key and
produces a hash value, which will behave as the actual index to find the value. The
fact that several keys can infer the same hash value allows a performance
improvement, while a dealing with this collisions is needed.
- IP-Masquerading: Expression used to refer to a NAT functionality.
- IP-spoofing: Technique that allows a production of IP packets with a forged
(spoofed ) source IP. This practice can mean a potential security threat due to identity
supplantation in computer networks.
- J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition): Sun’s Java platform for multi-tier serveroriented enterprise applications. J2EE is based on Enterprise Java Beans (EJB).
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- LAN (Local Area Network): Local computer network. Its distinction from other
type networks is done according to size, topology and transmission technology
reasons.
- Layer – OSI Model: OSI Reference Model is a network archotechture model and a
protocol stack to implement it. OSI-RM was developend in 1978 by ISO
(International Organization and Standarization) as a framework for a international
heterogeneous computer network architecture standarization.
OSI model is split in seven layers which are used as a reference. Those layers are,
from lowes to highest: 1 physical layer, 2 data link layer, 3 network layer, 4 transport
layer, 5 session layer, 6 presentation layer, 7 application layer.
TCP/IP is, however, the de facto standard used for communications over networks
and the Internet. TCP/IP and OSI are realated and equivalent to a certain extent
among thir layers:
OSI
Layer 7
Layer 6
Layer 5
Layer 4
Layer 3
Layer 2
Layer 1

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical

TCP/IP
Application
(HTTP, FTP…)
Transport (TCP UDP)
Network (IP)
Host to network

- MAC (Media Access Control): The lower sublayer of the OSI data link layer.
Addreses held by the devices connected to the shared network medium is known as
MAC address.
- MFS (MOSIX File System): Distributed Files System used under a MOSIX cluster
implementation.
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- Mozilla: Free, cross-platform Internet software suite, whose components include a
web browser and an email client, HTML editor and IRC client. It is also the name of
the open source project responsible for the development of this software.
- MPI (Message Passing Interface): A de facto standard for communication among
the nodes running a parallel program on a distributed memory system. MPI is a
library of routines that can be called from Fortran and C programs (and recently
ported to JAVA).
- Multicast: Multicast is the delivery of information to several receivers
simultaneously. This is usually referred to IP Multicasting,

where the use of

multicast addresses on TCP/IP networks allow the sending of the same information to
the same multicast group.
- NFS (Network File System): Protocol defined by Sun Microsystems which allows
a computer to access files from a NFS server over the network as if they where
accessed locally. Many Companies and Operating Systems (such as Linux OS) have
adopted this protocol, that has become a de facto standard.
- NIC (Network Interface Card): An adapter circuit board installed in a computer to
provide a physical connection to a network.
- Null-modem cable: Special wiring to connect two RS232 serial interfaces from two
different computers to achieve a simple and cheap communication between them.
- Performance: Measurement that allow an statistic comparison of how good is a
computer system under a certain workload. Is normal the use of predefined
benchmarking programs that run a number of standard tests and trials against the
computer systems whose performance wants to be measured.
- PHP (PHP Hypertext Preprocessor): Widely used open-source programming
language used primarily for server-side applications, to develop dynamic web content
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- Production environment: Bussines context in which the resources comprised in
the environment are subjected to a real workload.
- Proxy (Proxy Server): A Proxy server is a server whose main service is to provide
a cache of items available on other servers which are presumably slower, more
expensive to access or unavailable from the local network. Proxy servers are
normally used by Internet Service Providers or Bussines Networks to reduce costs for
its Internet links or to speed-up access to regular contents.
- RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks): Disk topology based in a
combination of two or more disk drives for fault tolerance and performance.
According to its redundancy methodology and data stripping levels from 0 to 5 exist.
- Real-server: Each one of the computers member of a load balancing cluster.
- RIP (Real IP): Actual IP address of a real-server
- Router (Routing): Computer networking device that accepts data packets from the
network and determines the next network point to which to forward them toward its
destination, a process known as routing.
- RS-232 (Recommended Standard 232): Recently EIA-232 (Electronic Industries
Alliance 232), RS-232 is the most common asynchronous serial-line standard. Most
modern and older computers include a D-9 or D-25 pin connector among its external
ports.
- Server: A computer software application that carries out some task on behalf of
users (or clients). The term is now also used to mean the actual computer on which
the software runs.
- Service: Each one of the concrete functionalities that a server offer to its clients.
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- SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessing): Two or more similar processors connected
via a high-bandwidth link and managed by one operating system, where each
processor has equal access to I/O devices.
- State: Last known or current status of an application or process.
- Stateful: Having the capability to maintain the state.
- Stateless: Not capable of maintaining the state.
- Traffic: Information moved over a telecommunication channel.
- TTL (Time To Live): A field in the IP header which indicates how many more
hops this packet should be allowed to make before being discarded or returned.
- Unicast: By comparison to multicast, unicast refers to conventional point-to-point
(single point) delivery.
- VIP (Virtual IP): IP address though which a Virtual Server offers its public
services.
- Virtual Server: Grouping of server machines that offer their services through a
logic-single server external vision. This is possible as the services are presented
through one or more virtual IP addresses (VIP) dissociated with the actual IP
addresses (RIP) of the servers belonging to the group.
- WAN (Wide Area Networks): Computer networks that spread out large
geographic areas.
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Purpose
of this journal is, first of all, a self-tracking list of what I have been
Thedoingpurpose
in the development of my Thesis. As a secondary purpose, this journal is
intended to be included in my Thesis Paper as I think can be interesting to see which
problems I have been going through and the solutions found.
Journal
[11/10/2003]
The study of how to focus this project is first being made, logically, with a search of available
documentation and possible solutions. Is true though that the idea of which of the available solutions
I’m going to use is quite clear already, mainly because the other alternatives are either more
complicated, less documented, more expensive, not open-source or everything together. So, the
solution to be used is Linux Virtual Server (LVS).
The purpose of this Thesis is, as shown in its title, divided. Or at least that’s the first intention, although
no possibilities are going to be droped by now. My first aim is to perform an study of possible cluster
solutions in Linux Servers and justification of why I chose one of them. Then with that one, I would
like to do a practical implementation and study of possible ways to do it.
As a second aim, I have thought about studying to which point is interesting the use of normal PC to
substitute the use of bigger dedicated solutions. As a realistic approach to this idea, the use of old
hardware PC to cluster powerful servers appears an interesting option to me.
As is not clear how I’m going to get the resources to implement the studied solution, I first thought how
to calculate the equivalence between a set of old computers and a single more powerful computer. The
purpose of this is that, if in the end I would have to buy the old hardware by myself, which kind of
machines should I get that would be, at a first sight, a kind of equivalent with some of the ones that I
already have. By means of budget, I would not like to buy, for example, 3 Pentium I 133Mhz, to realise
in the end that its equivalent is 3x138 MIPS, much lower that the 847 MIPS that my available Athlon
500 can do. Moreover, if a goal of the Thesis is to study how good a cluster of less powerful computer
can substitute a more powerful one, logically those set of interchangeable items have to be in the
beginning equivalent.
To find out this, I began to study possible software solution that can provide me an idea of this
equivalence. First thought was about an standard measure as MIPS is, but then I realised a server, as for
example, Web server is, involves more resources than what a Dhrystone MIPS can give. Then I started
a search for web load simulator, finding one called “siege” which is included in Debian packages.
Moreover, this last one offers a lot of options that are quite interesting, such as time limit, number of
concurrent users and number of petitions per user. Decided to use this one, I’m waiting now to have a
couple of Linux machines to begin tests.
Apart from this, I thought also interesting a complete performance test, beyond a simple processor test.
By this time, I have not yet found a Linux open-source solution.
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[30/10/2003]
The undertake of the practical part of the Thesis is going to be postponed until next week. So this time
has been for theoretical part development, that although in the beginning I thought it was not going to
take a big part of the paper, in the end I’m realising is quite an interesting issue. So lately I’m focussing
in a research of the different solutions of load balancing and, as a side effect, I will focus a bit also in
Beowulf-kind clusters. I also see very interesting the merge of this two technologies for big service
centres that has not only to focus on static content serving, but have also to use a lot of processing
power to make side calculations to be served by the up-side services. A typical example of this is a
web-search engine. With what I’m discovering through my search, I believe that great solutions with
already existing free-software can be achieved. I pretend to study one of the most noticeable cases that
exist at present, as is the clustering system that uses the web-search engine Google.
[06/11/2003]
Finally I talked in the beginning of the week with the responsible of Fujitsu in charge of the machines.
He pointed me out the resources I could use for the building of the cluster.
The network topology is already mounted. The OS is already install (Debian Potato) and the IPVS
patch is applied too to the directors kernel. My first thought was to build the whole thing as soon as
possible as my time at the office, where the hardware is, is limited to the afternoons’ week days. But
then I obviously realised that I can not undertake the building of the LVS until I study it properly, and
although I read some documentation already, is not enough to have a clear vision. So I decided I will
begin the writing of the theoretical part of the LVS here at the office and then at weekends I will make
the initial study part at home. Then when I’m clearer about the LVS, I will begin with practical stuff.
Anyway, the topology is going to be, at least in the beginning, something like this:

Due to initial limitations, there are planned two networks: class C 192.168.0.0 (LVS network) and class
A 10.0.0.0 (Enterprise network). In another stage, also a private second network might substitute the
enterprise LAN and the HUB by a private one. Anyhow in the beginning that doesn’t have to offer a
limitation, just maybe for performance purposes.
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[17/11/2003]
After 10 days of intensive theoretical study, I had a clearer overall idea of the whole thing. So,
obviously, there was a point in which I missed an evident thing, and it was that for implementing NAT
as the forwarding method (which is the easiest way with current resources), I needed to compile the
kernel with IP-Maquerading. So I did.
Then, when I was ready to input ipvsadm commands to configure the IPVS, something weird happened
and the addresses displayed at the IPVS table were queer (something like 0.80.0.0:0), something which
obviously I didn’t input. Then I remembered what I read in the LVS-HOWTO about that it was
necessary to be careful with having the right version of ipvsadm together with the installed IPVS patch
because if not it would behave in an strange way. Then I remembered too that before knowing
anything, I installed a package coming with the Debian distribution called LVS. I checked the version
then, but it seems that I didn’t take it well. So I uninstalled it and compiled the one coming with the
IPVS patch. Then it worked perfectly.
I slightly changed the web page of both servers to know which server is attending which request of the
clients. When trying to change the penguin2 one, I realised I couldn’t access by ssh. Then I had to plug
a monitor and a keyboard to it, to see that something was going on with the server. The kernel couldn’t
attend a virtual memory request or something, and the system went down. I rebooted, and it seemed to
work, but taking a look to the boot log, it appeared that it had been rebooting by itself everyday since I
left it to make the theoretical research. I checked cron and at, but no scheduling was there. Then
Apache was not starting properly, and although I tried to uninstall and install again, it didn’t work. So I
installed the OS again. Now it works, although it hanged during installation, so I guess is a faulty RAM
memory problem. Bad news is that it doesn’t seem that we have supplies for such an old hardware… so
we’ll see.
Although scheduling policy is Round-Robin, making a fast test it seems that load balancer forwards
much more requests to penguin1 than to penguin2. I wonder why…
[19/11/2003]
After I made the LVS work last day, I checked today how to achieve the high availability. I had already
read something about it, and the two most relevant ways to achieve it, either using a software called
mon or using a software called ldirectord. The last one is used together with heartbit software to
produce high availability in the real-server but also in the director, and is included in the so called
“Ultramonkey Project”. So, as the back-up load balancer was an interesting option but not necessary at
this stage, I thought about only try server failover management. Ldirector was to focussed to
Ultramonkey and it needed a 2.4 kernel, when I’m using a 2.2. Then I checked mon, but it asked for
using some functionality which comes with satan project, which has also to be compiled in the kernel.
So I though that if I was going to have so much trouble and in the end I have to compile the kernel
again, so I begin with kernel 2.4 and that’s it.
I had an already patched kernel 2.4.18 got from Debian ftp distribution. I had then to get an IP-tables
software, compile it and patch the kernel. I did it and compiled the kernel (which took quite a lot of
time). Then, of course, remove the IPCHAINS rules from boot and change them wit IPTABLES ruleset. Finally, change lilo.conf and boot with the new kernel.
First problem: IPTABLES modules are not found. After wondering why modprobe can’t fid them, I
reach the conclusion that they are already built in the kernel as I selected so, so there is no point in
modprobing them. Effectively, I test if routing is done and I succeed. So routing is implemented in the
kernel.
Second problem: ipvsamd doesn’t work, telling me that if I’m sure I have compiled it in the kernel.
Yes, I’m sure. After some thinking, I conclude it might be because I changed the version of the kernel
patch, so current ipvsadm does not work. Then I download a version for kernel 2.4. I try to compile it,
but it doesn’t work… what means that the kernel should be bad patched. After looking for some
information in the Internet, I find that they say that non standard kernels, such as those coming with
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specific distributions, can patch badly. So now I’m downloading a 2.4.22 standard kernel to try if it
works with this one…
[20/11/2003]
I tried with kernel 2.4.22 and it didn’t work. Well, it patched and everything, but when trying to
configure the kernel before compiling it, the options of IPVS weren’t there. That was yesterday late at
night.
When I came today, I read a bit more in the Ultramonkey web-site. I read before that the have Debian
packages and pre-made kernel for Debian (alos for RedHat and maybe SUSE), but I thought it was not
a good idea at all. This time I saw that it was easy to use apt-get command to get the kernel installed
with already the IPVS patch and the IPTABLES patch. Moreover they have it for different
architectures. So, why not? I already know how it works, so I’m not going to miss anything.
They suggest to install the pre-made Debian kernel in the real-servers, as is necessary for using
ldirectord. Anyway, is a good idea since that way I have IP-Masquerade installed and swift one realserver to a director is just a matter of a little configuration. So before trying to install in the load
balancer, I did with both real-servers. Procedure is easy: First, adding a couple of lines in the
sources.list. Then, apt-get intall kernel-image.deb. To end with, a little change to the lilo.conf and
that’s it. Now I have both real-servers running 2.4.20 with IPVS and IPTABLES patch. I didn’t
installed ipsadm since now I don’t need it. But it also can be fetched with apt-get.
Once running with the new kernel both real-servers, was time to do it with director. But a the
Ultramonkey includes ldirector and it works with heartbeat, and heartbeat has to be configured when
having already a back-up load balancer, I undertake the task to prepare another computer to make it the
back-up load balancer.
I’m having a lot of problem with the D-Link network adapters, that seem to be the only ones that I can
get here. Tomorrow I will get some cards from home that hopefully will work.
[24/11/2003]
The NIC problems where solved easily already last week. I just needed the right compatible troublefree cards, so I used an SMC and a ne D-link 530 that worked fine. So now I have two load balancers
running and configured.
I also apt-got the Debian image for the directors from de Ultramonkey web-site. I installed them,
configured modules and rebooted properly. Then I had to apt-get the Ultramonkey Debian package for
directors. It includes lot of things, but, of course, heartbeat, ldirectord and ipvsadm. I almost suffered a
heart-attack when I saw a screen saying that IPVS was not supported by running kernel. Of course,
running kernel, fetched from Ultramonkey web site, is running IPVS. The kind of warn in their web site
that the patch might not be recognised, and, as later on is proven, is true and IPVS is working fine.
Then I began to read the large documentation on which parts of the heartbeat + ldirector must be
configured to make it work. I configure it with not too many troubles. First the three files at /etc/ha.d/.
Then the configuration file of ldirectord, also at the same directory. To end with, the scripts to be
initialized at boot time so everything starts the right way.
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Now the topology looks like this:

The only problem I’m having is that it gives an error on serial interface (timeout) and I haven’t achieve
to communicate both directors with this interface. It can be that the cable is not null-mode, (I just got
one that was serial-serial) or that as at present on penguin-dad the packages are not configured yet, it
can not connect or receive anything.
[25/11/2003]
I believe the serial cable is definitely not null-modem. I tried all possible configurations, and although I
received something sometimes, I couldn’t make it work properly. I also tested it in Windows, with the
Hyperterminal software, but I couldn’t make it work either. What still confuses me is that it worked
sometimes… ok, I will get a real null-modem cable to test if I’m right or not
About everything else, I installed today the software also in penguin-dad and tested that everything is
working properly (but the heartbeats that, as the null cable is broken, just don’t go though) If I can’t
make the serial connection work, there is always the opportunity to use Ethernet connections, but as I
don’t want to install another NIC and I won’t like to use the existing ones (although, of course, t can be
done), I will try the serial one.
[26/11/2003]
So, as I expected, the cable was not null-modem, and probably just a female-female cable. I got a new
cable today, and when just connected both directors, it started to show messages of being aware of each
other.
Today I made mainly tests and finally I made available persistent ftp (for testing purposes too) Just as
how the things where left a couple of days ago, testing on real-servers failover was ready to be done.
Indeed, disconnecting one of the real-servers provokes a bunch of messages of warning on the
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ldirectord daemon and hence the weight change of that real-server to 0, making the forwarding to that
real-server unavailable. This change is undone when ldirectord realises the server is up again.
About directors fail, things worked as expected too. I realised that simulation failover can no be
achieved by disconnecting the heartbeat media (null-modem cable), what now seems evident to me. Of
course, if the media for the heartbeats is disconnected, primary node will think secondary node is down
while secondary node will think primary node is down, and will undertake measures to promote
himself as active node. As communication between directors is broken, both will think they are the
only survivors, and will try to get service request from clients. Consequently, VIP will be held by both
nodes, what will definitely result in a lost of cluster availability.
If simulation is done in the right way, let’s say, shutting down active node, secondary node will
promote himself to active and migrate the services from the primary node successfully (activating
virtual IP addresses and entries in ipvsadm forwarding table). Then is optional that when primary node
comes up again the services will migrate back to it or stay at secondary node until it fails.
About persistence, I added persistence to FTP to see how connections where all forwarded to the same
real-server while HTTP requests where still balanced.
With this, Part 2 of the paper is done, although some further tests will be probably taken. Now is time
for undertake Part 3 as an experiment to balance how equivalent to single powerful servers can be a
theoretically equal cluster of less powerful computers.
[17/12/2003]
I employed last weeks to write all Part 2 and fetch the proper test output to fill the practical part of it.
No new changes have been done about topology or configuration, so as everything was about
“literature”, nothing really to write here.
No, when undertaken Part 3, is when new information about advances can be interesting. This part thee
is about a comparison between an LVS and equivalent mono-machine servers. To begin with, first
figures to obtain are about benchmarking, to be able to compare theoretical computing power of realservers in the cluster and the single server that is going to substitute them. For this purpose, I began the
search for a Linux benchmarking utility that allowed me to compare results. After going around a tool
called UnixBench, which I couldn’t make it work in the beginning (designed for SysV and BSD), I
finally got an RPM package and converted it to a DEB package. After that, I installed it with dpkg and
realised (not without time and suffer) that I needed to install the command time to make it work. In the
end, I managed to run it in both real-servers and penguin-dad, an realised with pleasure that summed
real-servers results where equal to penguin-dad results (UnixBench offers an average mark). So, part
concluded. Theoretically, penguin1 + penguin2 performance is equivalent to penguin-dad’s one.
Now is time for a real Web Server performance test, to prove that theoretical results are approximately
right (the purpose is to see if its worth it the use of an LVS). To simulate client requests, several tools
exist. First tools I got to know where Linux based, and unfortunately computers in the office are all
Windows based (all but some servers, which can not be used) Finally I came through some Java based
application, like the one called JMeter from Jakarta Project, that promise complete and nice results easy
to analyse. Now is time to understand how it works.
[22/12/2003]
I was testing JMeter, and, although its possibilities and portability sound really nice, I’m afraid the
overload it produces in client machines is just too much for them. So I was calculating how many
machines would I need to make the servers saturated, and I found out it could be ten or more. This is a
problem of the not so powerful machines we have at the office… at least not the ones I can use. So
although this tool looks really nice, is not appropriate for my resources.
So, not discarding finally Linux tools, I came over again a software I saw some time ago (in the
beginning of my work). The name is siege, and is a simple Linux tool to simulate client requests to a
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web server on command line. The configuration is through a configuration file, and first tests showed
that with just two computers is enough to overload the servers. So I think I will use this one.
Now the problem is how to get graphs from the results. Siege produces a table with some statistics of
the web server stress. Those results are nice for the stress itself (number of failed connections and so
on), but I would like to get some graphs of CPU usage and network load, so in the end is easy to
compare, that is what I really want (and not only compare about the siege statistics, but also to know
what is going on in the servers)
[05/01/2004]
Back from Christmas holydays. I have looked for some proper tool for the graphs, and I found a set of
tools called sysstat, and one specific tool inside the package that is called sar. Sar just takes
information of the machine on regular time periods, so I can check CPU use each 5 seconds when siege
is running, and then use some graphing tool to convert it to nice graphs.
I think I will use only CPU, network and process queue information. For making graphs I think I will
use GNUplot. Is quite powerful one and I used it already once, so better than to take something new.
[12/01/2004]
After lots of test and graphs and so on, I found CPU use of penguin-dad in standalone mode was quite
weird (it gave not very much CPU use, although there appeared failed transactions), so I undertook
process to try to find out what was happening. Actually, the fact that the server was not running in a
100% of its possibilities makes me think that, of course, it could behave in the end better than the LVS
cluster, which definitely is something to take in account for the conclusions of the Thesis.
To discard a network problem, I fetch a tool (iperf) which installs a server and a client to communicate
and find out the capacity of the network. Watching results of siege, we easily see that the maximum
load on the network is less than 2 Mb per second, when the network is supposedly up to 100. Making
the analysis with iperf, it gives more than 80 Mb between the clients and the server (the web server
itself) which definitely discards that the network is producing timeouts due to overload.
Secondly, could be a server problem (software problem). As I was using an old version of Apache, I
uploaded to Apache2 and configured it properly (actually, I configured it several times with a lot of
parameter variable to try to see if those parameters had something so do with the illogical results) It
didn’t change anything for good
In the end, observing the log of the server, I found messages like this one “ip_conntrack: table full,
dropping packet”. After some research in the internet, it turned out that it was about a table used by
Netfilter. But I was not using NAT functionality now. However, compiled in the kernel, table was
getting full anyway, dropping those connexions which over passed it capacity. After increasing table
size wit no results, I decided to install a clean kernel with no Netfilter functionality. An stress to the
server with that kernel reveals that now the CPU is less idle, but still not full loaded. But in the siege
report, still getting failed transaction (although a lot less) and strange socket timeouts…. What is it? No
idea.
[17/01/2004]
Definitely the problem was about time-out. There is an option in siege configuration file that I missed.
There is possible to change time-out values of the connections opened form the client to the server.
Time-out was set to 30 seconds, quite low considering the high load of the servers. I raised the value to
60 seconds, something quite acceptable, and, of course, failed transactions decreased and CPU load
increased. So that was it. I will take now final test and take results for the loads and the report on - Part
3-

Be this list an example of the trust of some web sites in the feasibility of and LVS
implementation.
Information obtained from [1]. Updated to August 14th, 2003.
Site

Description

LVS Notes

linux.com

The Linux Portal

LVS web cluster

sourceforge.net

The largest open source
development site

LVS (load balancing HTTP,
HTTPS, FTP, SSH, CVS)

themes.org

The largest interface/themes site
for the X Window System

LVS web cluster

wwwcache.ja.net

UK National JANET Web
Cache Service

40 Squid cache servers in three
LVS clusters, ~900GB content
shipped/day. for more
information

www.zope.org

The leading Open Source web
application server

web cluster, for more
information

masks.org

Online mask museum

A LVS cluster of four Pentium
and Pentium II class computers.
More information

TuxFamily.org

Free hosting for free software
like sourceforge and savannah

using LVS/heartbeat (2 load
balancers failover and 8 real
servers) for all the hosting
services

www.care2.com

Largest web site community of
people who care about the
environment

6+ web servers and a single load
balancer by Jeremy Brand. more
information

valinux.com

VA Linux Systems, Inc.

LVS web cluster

www.real.com

Real Networks, Inc.

LVS media cluster (>20 nodes)

www.netwalk.com

A full service Internet Access
and Presence Provider

LVS web hosting cluster

www.greenheck.com

Leading manufacturer of air
movement and control
equipment

LVS web cluster (5 node). Cliff
Baeseman provides two pictures
(1, 2) of the cluster

map.net

An ICP that allows you to
explore the Internet in the same
way you explore a map

LVS web cluster (6 nodes) by
Brian Edmonds

anandtech.com

a big hardware review site

two primary-backup load
balancers and eleven web
servers, more information

www.tiscover.com

The 3rd largest Portal Site in
Austria with more than 500,000
visits per day

LVS web cluster
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www.cycosmos.com

An virtual community website in LVS web cluster
United Kingdom and Germany

www.mybiz.com

mybiz provides customer service
and marketing tools that enable
small businesses to build
stronger and more profitable
customer relationships.

LVS cluster handling just about
every public service, mainly
web, plus back-end clusters for
in-house daemons. managed by
tc lewis

Undergraduate Compute
Cluster

Undergraduate Students in the
Electronics and Computer
Science Department at the
University of Southampton
(England) use it for compilation,
and running software remotely

It consists of 3 dual processor
real servers and balances telnet
and ssh connections. More
information

datingfaces.com

Online dating site

A LVS cluster with 2 directors
(VS/DR) and 10 real servers
handles about 1.6-2 million hits
per day. More information

www.chez.com
perso.respublica.fr
perso.libertysurf.fr
perso.libertysurf.se
perso.libertysurf.co.uk
perso.skyrock.com
perso.worldonline.fr
perso.infonie.fr

Tiscali Group's massive web
hosting services

4 LVS directors: 1 for chez.com
(+ 1 for fail over) and 1 for the 7
other domains (+ 1 for fail over),
load balancing ~80+50Mb/s of
HTTP and FTP

serve.com

Large shared hosting
environment

LVS web cluster with live failover

noguska.com

Noguska web site and other web 1 Director, 2 Realserver LVShostings
NAT cluster. It serves
noguska.com and about 7 other
domains. More information

yescall.com

One of the largest yellowpage
site in Korea

1 director/load balancer(single
Pentium3 SuseLinux 7.3) and 4+
FreeBSD 4.X web server cover
about 12mil. hits/day static
HTTP traffic by Direct Routing.
Setup by SangSeok Park. (under
consideration to increase
director and realserver for
performance and highavailability)

astro.com

Astrodienst Homepage

1 LVS director running in
VS/NAT mode with four real
servers. Setup by Alois Treindl.

www.songn.com

Music portal Site with
soribada(famous mp3 p2p in
Korea) in Korea

One LVS director running in
VS/DR mode with 6+ nodes of
Windows 2000 servers, setup by
Wonyoung Choi.

www.prideindustries.com

PRIDE Industries - Creating jobs
for people with disabilities. We
host several websites which
compliment the services we
provide to our customers.

Two Directors running LVSNAT and Keepalived driving
three Realservers. Everything is
Linux and we are using
FWMARKs for persistence port
groupings. Setup by Richard L.
Allbery.
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University of Nottingham

University of Nottingham Web
Caching Service

The Web Caching Service runs
in a cluster of four Intel
Pentium-based servers managed
by two LVS directors. More
information

BTexact Technologies

BTexact Technologies is BT's
advanced communication
technologies business.

Using the LVS/NAT clusters

Electronic Data Systems

EDS is the leading global
information technology (IT)
services company

Using a LVS/NAT cluster in
Linux-based hosting
environment for eds.ch, eds.de,
eds.no, eds.dk, eds.nl, etc. The
cluster has two LVS directors
and eight real servers.

ibiblio

The public's library and digital
archive

The LVS cluster has redundant
directors, 6 production nodes
(real servers), and 1
development node. More
information

Web site

One of the largest computer
manufacturing company

Two LVS clusters for American
and European operations

Name
ipvsadm - Linux Virtual Server administration
Sinopsis
ipvsadm -A|E -t|u|f service-address [-s scheduler] [-p
[timeout]] [-M netmask]
ipvsadm -D -t|u|f service-address
ipvsadm -C
ipvsadm -R
ipvsadm -S [-n]
ipvsadm -a|e -t|u|f service-address -r server-address [g|i|m] [-w weight]
ipvsadm -d -t|u|f service-address -r server-address
ipvsadm -L|l [options]
ipvsadm -Z [-t|u|f service-address]
ipvsadm --set tcp tcpfin udp
ipvsadm --start-daemon state [--mcast-interface interface]
ipvsadm --stop-daemon
ipvsadm -h
Description
Ipvsadm(8) is used to set up, maintain or inspect the virtual server table in the Linux
kernel. The Linux Virtual Server can be used to build scalable network services based
on a cluster of two or more nodes. The active node of the cluster redirects service
requests to a collection of server hosts that will actually perform the services.
Supported features include two protocols (TCP and UDP), three packet-forwarding
methods (NAT, tunneling, and direct routing), and eight load balancing algorithms
(round robin, weighted round robin, least-connection, weighted least-connection,
locality-based least-connection, locality-based least-connection with replication,
destination-hashing, and source-hashing).
The command has two basic formats for execution:
ipvsadm COMMAND [protocol] service-address
[scheduling-method] [persistence options]
ipvsadm command [protocol] service-address
server-address [packet-forwarding-method] [weight
options]
The first format manipulates a virtual service and the algorithm for assigning service
requests to real servers. Optionally, a persistent timeout and network mask for the
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granularity of a persistent service may be specified. The second format manipulates a
real server that is associated with an existing virtual service. When specifying a real
server, the packet-forwarding method and the weight of the real server, relative to
other real servers for the virtual service, may be specified, otherwise defaults will be
used.
Commands
ipvsadm(8) recognises the commands described below. Upper-case commands
maintain virtual services. Lower-case commands maintain real servers that are
associated with a virtual service.
-A, --add-service
Add a virtual service. A service address is uniquely defined by a triplet: IP
address, port number, and protocol. Alternatively, a virtual service may be
defined by a firewall-mark.
-E, --edit-service
Edit a virtual service.
-D, --delete-service
Delete a virtual service, along with any associated real servers.
-C, --clear
Clear the virtual server table.
-R, --restore
Restore Linux Virtual Server rules from stdin. Each line read from stdin will
be treated as the command line options to a separate invocation of ipvsadm.
Lines read from stdin can optionally begin with "ipvsadm". This option is
useful to avoid executing a large number or ipvsadm commands when
constructing an extensive routing table.
-S, --save
Dump the Linux Virtual Server rules to stdout in a format that can be read by R|--restore.
-a, --add-server
Add a real server to a virtual service.
-e, --edit-server
Edit a real server in a virtual service.
-d, --delete-server
Remove a real server from a virtual service.
-L, -l, --list
List the virtual server table if no argument is specified. If a service-address is
selected, list this service only. If the -c option is selected, then display the
connection table. The exact output is affected by the other arguments given.
-Z, --zero
Zero the packet, byte and rate counters in a service or all services.
--set tcp tcpfin udp
Change the timeout values used for IPVS connections. This command always
takes 3 parameters, representing the timeout values (in seconds) for TCP
sessions, TCP sessions after receiving a FIN packet, and UDP packets,
respectively. A timeout value 0 means that the current timeout value of the
corresponding entry is preserved.
--start-daemon state
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Start the connection synchronization daemon. The state is to indicate that the
daemon is started as master or backup. The connection synchronization
daemon is implemented inside the Linux kernel. The master daemon running
at the primary load balancer multicasts changes of connections periodically,
and the backup daemon running at the backup load balancers receives
multicast message and creates corresponding connections. Then, in case the
primary load balancer fails, a backup load balancer will takeover, and it has
state of almost all connections, so that almost all established connections can
continue to access the service.
--stop-daemon
Stop the connection synchronization daemon.
-h, --help
Display a description of the command syntax.
Parameters
The commands above accept or require zero or more of the following parameters.
-t, --tcp-service service-address
Use TCP service. The service-address is of the form host[:port]. Host may be
one of a plain IP address or a hostname. Port may be either a plain port
number or the service name of port. The Port may be omitted, in which case
zero will be used. A Port of zero is only valid if the service is persistent as the
-p|--persistent option, in which case it is a wild-card port, that is connections
will be accepted to any port.
-u, --udp-service service-address
Use UDP service. See the -t|--tcp-service for the description of the serviceaddress.
-f, --fwmark-service integer
Use a firewall-mark, an integer value greater than zero, to denote a virtual
service instead of an address, port and protocol (UDP or TCP). The marking of
packets with a firewall-mark is configured using the -m|--mark option to
iptables(8) . It can be used to build a virtual service assoicated with the same
real servers, covering multiple IP address, port and protocol tripplets.
Using firewall-mark virtual services provides a convenient method of
grouping together different IP addresses, ports and protocols into a single
virtual service. This is useful for both simplifying configuration if a large
number of virtual services are required and grouping persistence across what
would otherwise be multiple virtual services.
-s, --scheduler scheduling-method
scheduling-method Algorithm for allocating TCP connections and UDP
datagrams to real servers. Scheduling algorithms are implemented as kernel
modules. Ten are shipped with the Linux Virtual Server:
rr - Robin Robin: distributes jobs equally amongst the available real servers.
wrr - Weighted Round Robin: assigns jobs to real servers proportionally to
there real servers' weight. Servers with higher weights receive new jobs first
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and get more jobs than servers with lower weights. Servers with equal weights
get an equal distribution of new jobs.
lc - Least-Connection: assigns more jobs to real servers with fewer active jobs.
wlc - Weighted Least-Connection: assigns more jobs to servers with fewer
jobs and relative to the real servers' weight (Ci/Wi). This is the default.
lblc - Locality-Based Least-Connection: assigns jobs destined for the same IP
address to the same server if the server is not overloaded and available;
otherwise assign jobs to servers with fewer jobs, and keep it for future
assignment.
lblcr - Locality-Based Least-Connection with Replication: assigns jobs
destined for the same IP address to the least-connection node in the server set
for the IP address. If all the node in the server set are over loaded, it picks up a
node with fewer jobs in the cluster and adds it in the sever set for the target. If
the server set has not been modified for the specified time, the most loaded
node is removed from the server set, in order to avoid high degree of
replication.
dh - Destination Hashing: assigns jobs to servers through looking up a
statically assigned hash table by their destination IP addresses.
sh - Source Hashing: assigns jobs to servers through looking up a statically
assigned hash table by their source IP addresses.
sed - Shortest Expected Delay: assigns an incoming job to the server with the
shortest expected delay. The expected delay that the job will experience is (Ci
+ 1) / Ui if sent to the ith server, in which Ci is the number of jobs on the the
ith server and Ui is the fixed service rate (weight) of the ith server.
nq - Never Queue: assigns an incoming job to an idle server if there is, instead
of waiting for a fast one; if all the servers are busy, it adopts the Shortest
Expected Delay policy to assign the job.
-p, --persistent [timeout]
Specify that a virtual service is persistent. If this option is specified, multiple
requests from a client are redirected to the same real server selected for the
first request. Optionally, the timeout of persistent sessions may be specified
given in seconds, otherwise the default of 300 seconds will be used. This
option may be used in conjunction with protocols such as SSL or FTP where it
is important that clients consistently connect with the same real server.
Note: If a virtual service is to handle FTP connections then persistence must
be set for the virtual service if Direct Routing or Tunnelling is used as the
forwarding mechanism. If Masquerading is used in conjunction with an FTP
service than persistence is not necessary, but the ip_vs_ftp kernel module must
be used. This module may be manually inserted into the kernel using
insmod(8) .
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-M, --netmask netmask
Specify the granularity with which clients are grouped for persistent virtual
services. The source address of the request is masked with this netmask to
direct all clients from a network to the same real server. The default is
255.255.255.255, that is, the persistence granularity is per client host. Less
specific netmasks may be used to resolve problems with non-persistent cache
clusters on the client side.
-r, --real-server server-address
Real server that an associated request for service may be assigned to. The
server-address is the host address of a real server, and may plus port. Host can
be either a plain IP address or a hostname. Port can be either a plain port
number or the service name of port. In the case of the masquerading method,
the host address is usually an RFC 1918 private IP address, and the port can be
different from that of the associated service. With the tunneling and direct
routing methods, port must be equal to that of the service address. For normal
services, the port specified in the service address will be used if port is not
specified. For fwmark services, port may be omitted, in which case the
destination port on the real server will be the destination port of the request
sent to the virtual service.
[packet-forwarding-method]
-g, --gatewaying Use gatewaying (direct routing). This is the default.
-i, --ipip Use ipip encapsulation (tunneling).
-m, --masquerading Use masquerading (network access translation, or NAT).
Note: Regardless of the packet-forwarding mechanism specified, real servers
for addresses for which there are interfaces on the local node will be use the
local forwarding method, then packets for the servers will be passed to upper
layer on the local node. This cannot be specified by ipvsadm, rather it set by
the kernel as real servers are added or modified.
-w, --weight weight
Weight is an integer specifying the capacity of a server relative to the others in
the pool. The valid values of weight are 0 through to 65535. The default is 1.
Quiescent servers are specified with a weight of zero. A quiescent server will
receive no new jobs but still serve the existing jobs, for all scheduling
algorithms distributed with the Linux Virtual Server. Setting a quiescent server
may be useful if the server is overloaded or needs to be taken out of service for
maintenance.
--mcast-interface interface
Specify the multicast interface that the sync master daemon sends outgoing
multicasts through, or the sync backup daemon listens to for multicasts.
-c, --connection
Connection output. The list command with this option will list current IPVS
connections.
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--timeout
Timeout output. The list command with this option will display the timeout
values (in seconds) for TCP sessions, TCP sessions after receiving a FIN
packet, and UDP packets.
--daemon
Daemon information output. The list command with this option will display
the daemon status and its multicast interface.
--stats
Output of statistics information. The statistics information of services and its
servers will be displayed, when the services are listed.
--rate
Output of rate information. The rate information (such as connections/second,
bytes/second and packets/second) of services and its servers will be displayed,
when the services are listed.
--sort
Sort the list of virtual services and real servers. Virtual service entries are
listed by protocol, address and port. Real server entries are listed by address
and port.
-n, --numeric
Numeric output. IP addresses and port numbers will be printed in numeric
format rather than as as host names and services respectively, which is the
default.
EXAMPLE 1 - Simple Virtual Service
The following commands configure a Linux Director to distribute incoming requests
addressed to port 80 on 207.175.44.110 equally to port 80 on five real servers. The
forwarding method used in this example is NAT, with each of the real servers being
masqueraded by the Linux Director.
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm

-A
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a

-t
-t
-t
-t
-t
-t

207.175.44.110:80
207.175.44.110:80
207.175.44.110:80
207.175.44.110:80
207.175.44.110:80
207.175.44.110:80

-s
-r
-r
-r
-r
-r

rr
192.168.10.1:80
192.168.10.2:80
192.168.10.3:80
192.168.10.4:80
192.168.10.5:80

-m
-m
-m
-m
-m

Alternatively, this could be achieved in a single ipvsadm command.
echo "
-A -t 207.175.44.110:80
-a -t 207.175.44.110:80
-a -t 207.175.44.110:80
-a -t 207.175.44.110:80
-a -t 207.175.44.110:80
-a -t 207.175.44.110:80
" | ipvsadm -R

-s
-r
-r
-r
-r
-r

rr
192.168.10.1:80
192.168.10.2:80
192.168.10.3:80
192.168.10.4:80
192.168.10.5:80

-m
-m
-m
-m
-m

As masquerading is used as the forwarding mechanism in this example, the default
route of the real servers must be set to the linux director, which will need to be
configured to forward and masquerade packets. This can be achieved using the
following commands:
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echo "1" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

EXAMPLE 2 - Firewall-Mark Virtual Service
The following commands configure a Linux Director to distribute incoming requests
addressed to any port on 207.175.44.110 or 207.175.44.111 equally to the
corresponding port on five real servers. As per the previous example, the forwarding
method used in this example is NAT, with each of the real servers being masqueraded
by the Linux Director.

ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm
ipvsadm

-A
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a

-f
-f
-f
-f
-f
-f

1
1
1
1
1
1

-s rr
-r 192.168.10.1:0
-r 192.168.10.2:0
-r 192.168.10.3:0
-r 192.168.10.4:0
-r 192.168.10.5:0

-m
-m
-m
-m
-m

As masquerading is used as the forwarding mechanism in this example, the default
route of the real servers must be set to the linux director, which will need to be
configured to forward and masquerade packets. The real server should also be
configured to mark incoming packets addressed to any port on 207.175.44.110 and
207.175.44.111 with firewall-mark 1. If FTP traffic is to be handled by this virtual
service, then the ip_vs_ftp kernel module needs to be inserted into the kernel. These
operations can be achieved using the following commands:
echo "1" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
modprobe ip_tables
iptables -A PREROUTING -t mangle -d 207.175.44.110/31 -j MARK --setmark 1
modprobe ip_vs_ftp

Notes
The Linux Virtual Server implements three defense strategies against some types of
denial of service (DoS) attacks. The Linux Director creates an entry for each
connection in order to keep its state, and each entry occupies 128 bytes effective
memory. LVS's vulnerability to a DoS attack lies in the potential to increase the
number entries as much as possible until the linux director runs out of memory. The
three defense strategies against the attack are: Randomly drop some entries in the
table. Drop 1/rate packets before forwarding them. And use secure tcp state transition
table and short timeouts. The strategies are controlled by sysctl variables and
corresponding entries in the /proc filesystem:
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/drop_entry /proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/drop_packet
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/secure_tcp
Valid values for each variable are 0 through to 3. The default value is 0, which
disables the respective defense strategy. 1 and 2 are automatic modes - when there is
no enough available memory, the respective strategy will be enabled and the variable
is automatically set to 2, otherwise the strategy is disabled and the variable is set to 1.
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A value of 3 denotes that the respective strategy is always enabled. The available
memory threshold and secure TCP timeouts can be tuned using the sysctl variables
and corresponding entries in the /proc filesystem:
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/amemthresh /proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_*
Files
/proc/net/ip_vs
/proc/net/ip_vs_app
/proc/net/ip_vs_conn
/proc/net/ip_vs_stats
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/am_droprate
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/amemthresh
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/drop_entry
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/drop_packet
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/secure_tcp
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_close
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_closewait
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_established
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_finwait
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_icmp
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_lastack
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_listen
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_synack
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_synrecv
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_synsent
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_timewait
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/vs/timeout_udp
See Also
The LVS web site (http://www.linuxvirtualserver.org/) for more documentation about
LVS.
ipvsadm-save(8) , ipvsadm-restore(8) , iptables(8) , insmod(8) , modprobe(8)
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